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CLOViS HIGH

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

SIXTEEN PACES

29.

JUST IN TIME.
42-- 25

Locil Basketball Team Takes First
Cam of Year's Schedule at
Santa Rota Friday.

"Just

time!" is the excla- -'
mat Ian that greeted the snow
fall throughout the county this
week.
Local weathttr bureau
the
representatives
estimate
snow-fa- ll
at "three inches, and
it is the first moisture to full
In many parts of the county for
some time. While the amount
which fell in the northern part
of the county was light, it was
not ho much needed there 'as
in many other localities where
winter wheat was suffering for
moisture.
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NOBLE ELECTED JUSTICE
'
OF PEACE IN PRECINCT

ETfl

BEATS

1THO,

Official Parftr4of U. S. Land Office

II 153

SCHOOLS

WELL

.

Drilling to Commence Within Two Crowded Condition Indicate Need of
Weeks Complete Wall fa
Another New Building Within
About Ninety Days.
A Short Time.

1

Only a light vote was polled In the
precinct elections for Justice of the
Peace and Constable Monday. In pre
cinct 1,' Judge J. P. Noble, with no
opponent received 208 votes and J.
H. Monzingo won over A. B. Hubbard
by a vote of 109 to 39, for constable.
In precinct No. 0 Ben F. Moss was
elected for Justice of the Peace over
A. Romero by a vote of 91 to 8, and
Tom Davenport was elected without
opposition.
Other precincts follow:
Precinct 4, St. Vrain.
For Justice of the Peace, A. V.
Shu; for Constable, B. C. Griggs,
(total votes not yet reported.)
Precinct 7, Grady.
For Justice of the Peuce, Asa T.
Cox, 27; P. L. Meredith, 10; J. M.
Stanfield, 1; Sam Bass, 1, For Con
stable, Jim Stanfield, 32; P. L. Mere
dith, 1.
Precinct 11, Bellview.
For Justice of the Peace, i, P
Trupp, 10; B. J. Pulliam, 8; W. Evuns
1. For Constable, J. P. Chitwood, 17;
LtUoy Briscoe, 1 ; W. E. Brown, 1.
Precinct 13, Pleasant Hill.
For Justice of the Peace, C. C. Cox
6; J, A. Smith, 1. For Constable, E.
C. Wilkinson, 5; C. M. Page, 1.
Other precinct reports huve not been
received by the county clerk's office
up to the time the paper goes to
press.

C. A. SCHEURICH
HEAD

YEAI

WILL

HNIS

CLUB

Noonday Luncheon Will be Held on
Wednesday of Each Week, Beginning Possibly en Jan. 19.

The machinery for putting down
In spite of the fact that the new
Playing a consistent game all the
The Kiwanis Club of Clovis held
the second big well to supply Clovis Eugene Field School building has just
way through, Cbvis High School
its first meeting at the Elks Home on
with more water has arrived.
It been occupied, the cltv school system
basketball team defeated Santa Rosa
Monday night of this week. Tin
came iri today and will be unloaded i. taxed to the limit to take caro of
High School team by a score of 42
main business to conic before the
'
and put in operation just as spon as the large enrollment, according to
to 25 last Friday evening.
meeting was to form permanent or
possible. Myron S. Bruning of Ar E. W. Bowyer, superintendent.
Clovis took the lead early In the
ganization and elect officers and di
tesia, who has the contract for put
The records show an enrollment of
game and at no time was in danger
rectors.
ting down the well, informs the Newt AB9 tl.,l.it. In 1Q1 A
tllll
.ill in
of losing.
After adopting the constitution and
that actual drilling will cQmmence K,0wn to 1,229 at the beginning of
Those making the trip were Forethe following officers were
within two weeks and that the well the present year. However, since
man, Sledge, forwards; Kent Hunt,
elected :
should be completed within ninety September 7th, more than 300
center; Anderson and Jones, guards;
President Chns. A. Scheurich.
.dents have enrolled, bringing the to- Glenn Hunt and Frost, substitutes.
First Vice President Dr. A. L.
The new well will be on the City's tal enrollment to 1,570.
Prof. E. C. Parker accompanied the
Dillon.
property about 300 feet east of the
Up to the first of the year, half- team.
Second Vice President W. I. I.uik- big
well now furnishing the City's day sessions and emergency
class
The next game will be played at
art.
CANYON
2
water supply.
rooms were resorted to in order to
Secretary- - Curl A. Hatch.
I'ortalcs next Friday evening, and
take care of all the chTTdrcn, and re
the team will appear on the home
Treasurer
A. Mandell.
10 POTTER COUNTY
lief was looked for when the new
court the following Friday, probably 'Diagonal Five" Proves Basketball
District Trustee Judge Sam G.
PRISONERS ESCAPE building was completed.
But now,
Superiority in Fait Came
with Santa Rosa.
Bratton.
each have an uvits fourteen-room- s
in High School Gym.- The team is getting in good shape
Directors It. ?. Bishop, J. W.
Amui'illo, Texas, Jan. 13. Rushing
ernge of B0 pupils, and recently 40
now, according to M, Parker, and
Wilkinson, G. O. Roberts, K. C.
Deputy Sheriff Fred Cobb and Hall
applications for enrollment were
tln-iShooting baskets at will the Clovis Maesic, a trusty,
W. B. Cramer, and C. W. Harchances are good for another
as they were placing
turned down because of lack of room.
"Dingnnuls" trounced the basketball a can of syrup, in
championship team this year.
rison.
their cell on the
Present indications point to the
team from Canyon Normal by a score north side of the Potter county juil
The following were named on comfact that another new building is
CHURCH HOLDS
of !!8 to 32 in the first game of a at
mittees by the president: Program!
8:15 o'clock last night, ten men,
BIBLE INSTITUTE double header in the High School charging with crimes ranging from needed at once.
A. Mandell; House, F. B. Herod; FiMiss Helen Lee, of Ada, Oklahoma,
Gymnasium Wednesday. At the end
nance, S. A. Jones; Publicity, E. E.
uuiKiury Mini uuim louueiy to culmA Bible Institute has been conductthe faculty of the
of the first half the acorv stood 21 mil assault, overpowered the officer, has been added to
Hull and E. L. Manson.
.
. ,
.
ed this week ut the Church of Christ, 11 In favor of the home team.
Wednesday was chosen as the day
This is
on North Connelly Strict.
The visitors scored 21 points to the keys, and with a warning threat that . up her duties as sixth grade teacher.
for the weekly luncheon at the HarA full time truant officer is now
part of the program cf dedicating the 17 scored by the locals in the last half
vey House. Thcfirat luncheon will
CRADY COOKING TEAM
both officer and trusty would be
employed by the schools, and his be.
beautiful new church which has Just and showed superior team work
GOES TO STOCK SHOW likely be held on the 19th but this
killed if they raised an alarm, made
ing on the Job has cut the number of
been completed. Elder J. A. Cox of throughout. But they were unable to
matter wa not definitely decided
good their escape from the jail by
those playing "hookie" down .to the
Artesia, Elder F. B. Shepherd of Ama-rill- compete in basket shooting with the
Accompanied by Mrs. Edna Hume upon as Mr. H. G. Coors of Albuquer- of a rope ladder through a secmeans
minimum.
Elder John F. Smith of Lub- former Clovis High stars.
Durand, the Grady Cooking team, que will be here to attend the first
ond story window in the rear, the
bock, Elder Win. Speck of Roswell,
composed of Misses Olga and Leah meeting and assist In starting the club
For the home team Crow led the bars of which had been previously
and Elder T. P. Burt of Claude, Tex- scoring with 18 points. Howell
Carter and Anna Gamble, left this off and he will be communicated with
sawed in two. Two men of the twelve FIRST NATIONAL ELECTS
as, have been here assisting the pastor scored 14 points, Pendergrass 4 and
morning for Denver where they will! In order to see what time will best
voluntarily remained, behind, these
in the Institute work.
compete for honors in the club con- suit his convenience.
Hobdy 2.
being C. J. Waller, charged with
tests at the National Western Stock
follows: Crow transporting a stolen automobils from OFFICERS
The Clovis line-uAjyiRECTORS Show.
COURT REPORTER MARRIED
CANNON BALL CASE IS
and Pendergrass, forwards; Howell state to state, and J. H. Carter, from
TO CARLSBAD C1RL enter; Montgomery and Hobdy,
This team, which won first place
NOW UP FOR TRIAL
Panhandle, charged with burglary.
Added to Board of Dl- - in the Carry County Boys' and Girls'
Mandelt
guards.
threatening
Waiting under the
William D. Parmer of Clovis and
Club contests, recently
took first
rectors. No Other Changes
The trial of. the Cannon Ball MoThe second game will be played in muzzle of his own revolver until the
Miss Gladys Neavlnger of Carlsbad
prize in the state contests, and will tor Co. officials Is being heard at
this
in Officials of Bank.
'Gymnasium
the High 8chool
through
disappeared
the
had
last
man
were married at Carlsbad last Sun- evening, beginning at 7:00 o clock,
represent New Mexico at Denver dur- Santa Fe this week before U. S. Disrear window on the ladder of blankets
day. The bride has been stenogra- and a fast game is assured.
At a meeting of the stockholders ing the stock show.
trict Judge Colin Neblett. The case
Deputy
made,
had
prisoners
which
the
pher for District Attorney Robert
nd directors of the First National
According to Mrs. Durand, the is likely to consume quite a bit of
As a preliminary, the second team
alarm.
Cobb
the
then raised
sheriff
Runk Tnpsdnv til or tit A. Mandell. of team will give demonstrations every
Dow of Carlsbad and the groom at
time as the prosecution has not yet
of the High School will clash with He called for fifteen minutes before
Man(1(jl,
present holds the important position the
clothimj and Dry Goods day during the week, and while a finished giving its side of the case.
Hollene.
from
team
lowIn
others
the
help
answered
h.m,
Company WM addeH tp the director. number of teams will be represented,
of court reporter for Judge Sam Brat- er part of the jail believing that it
ton. The young couple will make
Brtttution. Mr. Mandell the Curry County team expects to CLOVIS MAN NAMED
af
was one of the prisoners, while pe- their home in Clovis.
b a ,ub8Untia, and gucceMfui
bring home another first prize.
HOUSE FLOOR LEADER
thought It was the voice of
DR. LYNCH RESIGNS AS
m(m whoM c()unM, 0 the board
some unduly elated criminal. Deputy oj directort w
be valuable. This WHITING TO RETIRE
STOCKHOLDERS OF BANK
Hon. W. W. Nichols of Clovis has
Sheriff Pettinger then n.wered and'wag
DINED AT HARVEY HOUSE
on)y new officer or dirMtor
FROM MERCANTILE BUSINESS been chosen for floor leader for the
COUNTY
door
of elcctcd and the following win Mrve
was informed that the middle
Democratic party in the lower house
me jaii naa oeen ipcKea y "
The stockholders of the First Na
Mr. Nichols
A. J. Whiting has announced that of the state legislature.
bsnk during th- - comln(f year.
tional Bank and their wives as well Governor Mechem Will Appoint Hii oners. He secured a key and released
he will soon retire from the mercan- is not new in legislative work. He
President, C. W. Harrison.
both officer and trusty and immedas the employees of the institution
Vice President, G. P. Kuykendail. tile business in Clovis. He is now served In the first stats legislature.
Successor. Will Be Republican
iately notified all neighboring towns
enjoyed a banquet at the Harvey
District.
Senator D. K. B. Sellars of AlbuVice President, Hamlin Overstreet. closing out his stock of goods with
From the Metro
of the jail delivery, asking officers
House last Tuesday evening. The
querque will be minority floor leadCashier, L. B. Gregg.
this ides in view.
to be on the lookout for the escaped
banquet was held following a busi
Directors, C. A. Scheurich, A. Maner of the senate.
Dr. J. D. Lynch who was elected
ness meeting of the stockholders and county commissioner from the Mel men.
dell, L. B. Gregg, D. W. Dunn, W. I. LOOKING BETTER AT
Inll
H V
n v..
t ..ii. i r
directors of the bank at which time rose district, and who qualified lost
WHOLESALE CENTERS C. W. BRADLEY PURCHASES
,'
NOBLE SERVED AS J. P.
V
,.?
A'
V'u'a
officers and directors for the coming week, has tendered his resignation to
.
v,.
AGENCY FOR OAKLAND CAR
ami
n.
a.
miner
FOR PAST TEN YEARS
year were elected.
Wallace Austin returned WednesDr. Lynch resigned on
Harrison.
the governof.
banquet was account of moving his home to CaliIn a deal which was closed this
After a delichtful
day from St. Louis where he has
Judge J. P. Noble, who was re- First Mortgage Loan Co.
served, C. W. Harrison, president of fornia for which place he left last elected as Justice of the Peace in
The same directors will serve the been buying new goods fo the Austin week, C. W. Bradley of the Motor
the bank, acted 'as tjai.tmaster Bnd week.
Precinct No. 1. at the reeular elec- - First Mortiraee Loan Co. Walter W & Company variety store. Mr. Aus- 'nn Garage, purchased the Oakland
secretary and tin says business men and wholesalers agency from Chester Crane. Mr.
short talks were made by hea ls of
The appointment of a successor to tion lust Monday, is now serving his Mayes was
of the Dr. Lynch will fall to the governor tenth year in this office.
the different departments
'manager of the company.
where he has bren r.re taking a very Bradley states that he will handle
bank showing the wuy the work of and will go to a republican living in
optimistic view of the future and the the agency and operate an Oakland
During that time several thousand
feeling nrcvailes that' the hardest service station and taxicab service at
the bank is handled and the suceesr the Melrose district.
Ktv. yKANUtK viamnu
cases have come before his hearing
IN EAST,pa,.t 0f ouv ntrin;rent times ais past. the Motor Inn.
POINTS
and progress it hn: made during IV.c
not
some
important
and
ones,
sonic
past year.
so important.
Last week the Judge
HUSTLERS CLASS WILL
Rev. W. W. Brainier, rector of the
is
active
who
Mayes,
W.
Walter
STAGE JUBILEE TONIGHT heard a case wherein the defendant
Episcopal church here, left Monday
Loan
manager of the First Mortgage
was charged of stealing a single-tremorning for a trip to Virginia nnd
Co., told of the progress that branch
Putent medicine venders had better ami a small leather strap.
vunous points m the cast. Rev.
during
the
com
mode
will
be
they
take a back sent, for
of the bank had
However,
is rather dull ,
.
partly for the
past year and following the talks by nletelv outclassed when the Hustlers just now, uconling to Judge Noble, er is making
, this trip . . ,,,"
topurpose
of
securing
the
oi
mim
get
men
and
Church
officers
Christian
the
class
several
of
the
completion of the new Episcopal
PARISH RESIDENCE OPENED
different departments, several stock- gether tonight at the, home of Mrs.
Church at this place.
Anna Janes for their bit jubilee.
holders responded with short talks.
The opening of the parish resiacross the United weeks. No evidence could be secured
A free ride
The entertainment will take the
Wiil H. Pnttison, president of the
Catholic BUSINESS CRISIS IS
lience of Sacred
Heart
States; a ten day visit as the guest and he was given $100 and literally
Curry County Farm' Bureau, express- form of u patent medicine show, with
PASSED S1SSON SAYS of Curry County, and the promise of
Church Wednesday afternoon anil evtold to "beat it." He made bis wuy
ed appreciation for the interest the hitch class venders Hiid black face
of the
was
week
ening
one
of
this
a free ride to Europe, is some record to Camilla where he worked intil bind
tne
in
stuff 'n everything.
First National Bank hail taken
The United
11.
Jan.
New
York,
bU is was made by Auriid
most successful affairs of the season.
.
i. .1
.t to make,
i .i
times came, and then sought new
farmers work mid the Beys' and Girls'
Guests arrived to inspect the build- Mates nas passed i.....uK..
Mi,llk()viu.,, (,s(,,..r from the Aus fields.
made
fall
tilis
ROAD
bank
MEETING,
The
ATTENDING
Club work.
an
s
war
nost
er
isimeiiis,
nf
eii
ing during the afternoon from 2;H0
army.
IN SANTA FE THIS WEEK
every boy and girl completing the
Twenty-ondays at;o he discovered
be made tiian
In T, !U1 inwl in til., i.vnllimr tlln hll'irei although many more must
international tramp was picked
The
club work a present of a small b.mk
when he crossed
United
hanker
York
the
,nn.,,'
States
New
H.
Sisson,
Francis
......
Pftpimr:..
H.kilwtfi1
i
f
u.,.. f
with .musts lorn , .
vni'iiu
ii...
of the
D. W. Jones, secretary
"""
.. ,
imxI started each one off with a sav,!. ..
f Mm'"' 1,1
the Canadian border at night via Unlm """"" "
in Sania Fe 7:00 o'clock till I :00 o'eloek.
is
B. Hubbard, special officer
A.
of
Commerce,
hv
v
l.anibcr
( Im.nber
. ,
ing account.
of,
.,, box car route, and eventually laudAutoniob.le
Miu Ai'iun I.ul.nnile furnished ill- - National
this week attending a meeting of '.he
"
is ,i" 1,11
ed in Clovis. '
There
Tuesday.
here
Commerce
on u
, !
'county hostile tor ten uu
Slate Highway Commission of which etrumenial and vocal music during
r
mimic grnu'lii," he said n, r neiieviiiK
Milakovitch speaks good English
even
the
in
mean
nnd
In
also
the
afternoon
the
of
..lnr,.
vaTtancv.
lie is a member.
rel: lively stable
authorities, at El and says he is a college graduate,
ing assisted by a number of the young that we shall reach a
Immigration
time,
condition in this country iii( tho very
lie is still an alien enemy, accordPAGE BROTHER NOAH I
ATTENDED CONFERENCE
people of the parish. Special menll'i.so were notified, anil Milakovitch's
ing
near
future."
to Inspector Reynolds, and since
B.
Lewis
when
light
atory came to
tion should also be made of the music
ar- his entrance into this country was a
W. 11. Simon, local manager for furnished by Mr. Henry of Pittsburg,
inspector,
immigration
"Build me an ark," said the
Reynolds,
CARD
HARDING GETS UNION
little out of the ordinary, he will be
the Western Vnion IVlcgrnph Com- Pennsylvania, a member of a travelImss. when the News Office was
rived to investigate.
deported to Austria within the next
e
Albuuiu"-iiiwater
of
days
deluge
in
Austria,
several
of
spent
with
a
pany,
ti,.,.ted
Milakovitch is a native
ing orchestra, and Mrs. Will Chirk
Marion, O., Jail.
Mr. Reynolds left for
two weeks.
served
the
this week attending a confer.mc of Clovis, whose voice always dein
and
old
years
via the ceiling route Thursday
is
24
pollabor should commit itself to the
El Paso with his prisoner Thursday
causthere.
was
officials
flood
company's
war.
world
of
The
tlv.'
the
dur.ng
efficiency,1
army
afternoon.
lights her hearers.
Austrian
icv of adding to its own
morning.
ed by a buisted water pipe on
Rev. Francis Stuerenberg nnd Rev.
ir i;.... T,...,l,.v tlil mem-- . Deserting from the army in 1017 he
office,
'
IN SANTA FE
a
"I don't want to go back to Auswithin
Canada,
and
nhinncd
Rnvmnn.l Mul'iimn. of Carlsbad. Rev.'.
for
.mi
the floor above the News
"
IHTS VI HI It IiUll t,,....,.,,....
) I'Vh'
and
reporters
he said just before he started
cub
to
tria,"
passage
I.tver
Wanggained
printers,
and
Roman Kramer, and Mrs. J. T.
No fi75 wm, hc became an honorary short time
J, R. Hu!' left the first of the week
He worked in to El Paso. "They'll shoot mo for
.
printer's devils were pressed
a
aa
Carlsbad, attended the opening.
noo
of
The
ler
union
luviiiuci wt nin
for Santa Fe to asnumo his duties as
into service to save the stocks
The narish residence has recently ... ...i l:
.,mo limn aaa ' the shipyards there, for a time until deserting from the army if they find
County. W. W.
Curry
from
senator
endangered.
.
were
and was held me, and if they don't phoot me I'll
.
that
of paper
been completed at a cost of $10,000
down to the Officeof the he was arrested as a spy,
h w
Nichols, representative from Curry
and Is a beautiful and mod- - jinrion star t0 receivo his union card, in the Tombs at London Tor six starve to death.'
more
jor
County, is also on the job there.
4 4,
em structuro.
V,

stu-'ay-
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Commencing Thursday, the 13th, everything in our store will be on sale at CLOSE
OUT PRICES. We are absolutely quitting the retail business. We expect our prices to
clean the shelves in a few days. Shelving, show cases, counters, cash register, etc., all
for sale.

SEE HAND BILLS FOR PRICES.
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LIVJ

INCOME TAX IN A NUTSHELL. "dope," Ho told the story recently :0
PORTALES SHIPMENTS
roads are making arrangements
the end would never come, we sudden
show how easily a Vice President cm
That the hotel facilities of the cap- ly realized that living one day at si
Tliu vnlnmo "TT
nf hnainin in par lot
WHO? Single persons who hud net can appear in public without bc:r.g
should
taxed
be
ital
the
occasion
for
County
Curry
Paper
way
of
easiest
to
time
the
bear
was
Official
the snipnu.nt8 ,rom Portttlt.g for the ye
income of $1,000 or more for the known. He traveled through Wit oun
'is of course not remarkable in the
load. Nobody could tell what tomor- - in2o makes a verv creditable show- - year 1920; mairied couples who had state, muking speechcj in the
cot..
EDWARD L. MANSON
The candidates for
jcircumstancos.
car loads net income of $2,000.
paign. And this happened to him:
Editor and Publisher
Cabin, t appointments would doubt row might bring forth. If life were ing. She shipped out 65
WHEN? March 15, 1921 is the
hard existence more than were shipped in during the
"I was seated in the smoking car
less fill the Shorthnm, and certainly one day long, what a let-udate for filing returns and mak- - thinking out what I could say
year.
final
p
no
with
to
it
be
would
break
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis, the aspirants for diplomatic positions
:o
Following is a list of the car lot m" V,m r.y
New Mexico, as second class matter Vould congest the Wlllaid. Afor the the monotony! Divided as it is into
i1 ho'P the Democratic party in
J
sped
Internal
Collector of
, w tQ
shipments:
WHERE?
ander the act of March 3, 1879.
s
ht," uid K,
arc provided fvr, not mornings, afternoons and nighU, it
237 cars
Grain
Kcvenue tor uismct in wmi-i- mc
Marshall. "A large man slumiy-much Is left for the plain people, and affords a constant change of sur
237
cars
Cattle
resides.
son
down in a seat beside me.'
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
that ot extortionate pvicts. But the prise. Today is dark. Tomorrow
10 cars
Hogs
HOW? Full directions on Form
$2.00 American citizen ii not a piker her. may be bright. There ia always the
One Year
'Mighty bad day for busing'
10 cars
Sheep
1040A and Form 1040; also the law
$1.00 it omef to "seeing a show" in New chance that something better Is com
Sis Months
said the stranger, observing the m n
31
cars
Sweet Potatoes
and regulations.
York or an inauguration nt Washing- ing, and the pleasant part of it is
falling in torrent,
59 cars
Broom corn
WHAT? Four per cent normal tax
ton; it may come high but he is readv that something better usually does
" 'Whafa your line?'
ex44
cars
in
to
$4,000
THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION
Commodities
income
up
on
taxable
Other
come to everybody.
to pay for it.
" 'Motor car accessories."
ty
421
During the year there, were
cess of exemption. Eight per cent
Doctors say that worry is the worst
And why begrudge either the ex" 'What's yours?'
- normal tax on balance of taxable inPorin
received
shipments
ear
lot
PROSPERITY AHEAD
and
pense or the inconvenience?
Is not foe they have to contend with,
" 'Peddling dope.'
come. Surtax from 1 per cent to 65
the golden age about to return, under that If worrv were out out of business talcs. fortales News.
" 'I thought they wouldn't let j o
There is much comfort to be had
$5,000.
incomes
net
on
over
cent
per
ills
physical
and
most
our
of
mental
n Qld Guard Admini.tration.
It not
that stuff.'
sell
AND
POLITICIAN.
fwm theit.tement recently of Judge
STATESMAN
would
all
If we
would disappear.
)a)d
f,ow
mi,k Bnd h
" 'But I have a special arrant me;.:
Elbert H Gary head of the United fter Mgroh ? wh count the cost quit worrying over the past and fuKeeping everlastingly at it brings
Senator Smoot drew in Salt Lake success, but a fellow his to be eter with the Administration for a shoSUte. Steel CoYporat.on, the great- - of
ceremoniei which u,her ture, we should reduce our loads by
tnc otner aay a new distinction nMy on the job t3 kccp Mme CUM time yet.' "
nity
e business concern the world has , th Myf
quite a saving from a
era?New YoPk World.
between .he statesman and the poli- - from rcacnjng it and grabbing it away
Vice President Marshall said In:
ever prouueeu.
practical point of view. Today's load
,,cian- supposed his train companion
he
Judge Gary says a long period of
him.
from
BANK YOUR MONEY.
is enough.
telling the story throughout Imlianra
wonderful prosperity is just ahcud of
"A statesman," he said, "goes to
Living one day at a time, just the
that the Administration was irivir?
A man recently came to Dallas with preivent, no matter what may come Wahhington to see what good he can
the people of the United States.
WHAT HIS LINE WAS.
A politician goes
special permission to sell "dope."
When Judge Gary opens his mouth several hundred dollan in his pocket. tomorrow, is the great idea of life. do the country.
Vice President Marshall has found
And that shows how far a V.oe
lie is in the habit of saying something He lost it. An Oklahoma man sold his One tick at a time the pendulum was there to see what good the country
a new job for himself a peddler of President can fall.
and he never says a thing unless he cotton and some hogs and hid the right. Exchange.
can do him."
knows what he Is talking about.
money in the house. The house burn- He has been a wise1 prophet in the ed and so did the money. Instances COMMISSIONERS PROCEEDINGS
past, because he possesses the ability of this kind are of almost daily octo read conditions and possibilities as currenco notwithstanding the fact Proceedings of a meeting of the
they are.
that banks are numerous and safe de- - Board of County Commissioners, Curry County, New Mexico, held a't the
There is no reason why his posi'ories.
Court House in the County Clerk's
more
prophesy should not be one of wisdom
banks
the
people
use
would
If
in this case, because there is no reason frequently they would learn that office on the 8th day of January, A.
why we should not prosper and every there are other advantages than that D. 1921, at which time John D. Fbm- reason why we should.
of merely Insuring safety for their ing was elected chairman
Present
Banks and financiers generally money. A bank account, no matter
HUMORESQUE
APPLE BLOSSOM TIME
state that we have passed through how small, gives a man prestige, and John D. Fleming, Chairman.
inch
Ampliion Quartet
3000212
Mmning,
Commissioner.
W.
Male Quartet with
J.
estimation,
worst
period of depression and raises himself in his own
our
Max Rosen
Violin Solo,
rinuforte
Orchestra.
S. D. Dean, Sheriff.
Only the To pay by check not only makes a
arc now on the
by Frederick I'ersson.
Daniel Boone, County Clerk.
kind of pessimism can hold ceipt, but marks him in the eyes of
HOME AGAIN BLUES
HUNGARIAN
RHAPSODY
No. 2
J. D. Lynch, absent.
Fox Trot Gene Rodemich's Orchesua back.
the other men as having some stand-Am- i
Part 1 Vesselln's Italian Bund
who wants to be a pesimist ing in the community.
The Board convened at 11 :00
A bank
tra.
Concert Bund.
every human instinct spurs us count instills business ideas into a o'clock a. m.
JUST SNAP YOUR FINCERS AT
After examination the Board ap2500112 inch
on to optimism?
man ; it makes him more economical
CARE.
HUNGARIAN
RHAPSODY No. 2
Let's demonstrate our faith in the nnd often is the means of securing proved the bond of County Assessor
Fox Trot Introducing "Love Flowand
suf
to
Band-Coas
form
Georgi
Roach
Vcasclla's
a
II
by
Par
recognizing,
put
Itulian
over
of
prosperity
return
much needed credit to
er" from "Greenwich Village Follies.
,1. .
.L
Would ficient surety.
Bund.
vy uuhik provable deal. A banker
ing M..L
inei mm ii!. ib neie unu U..
Gene Kiidemich's Orchestra.
TOSCA
E lucevan le stellc (The
The Board adjourned to meet at
our share toward its maintenance, in rather deal with a man who has a
205910 inch
65c
Stars Were Shining)
th's community.
small bank account than with a mun 1:00 p. m.
CASTLE
OF
DREAMS
The Board met pursuant to ad'
Let the watchword be production, who may be worth more but who
1002410 inch
Fox Trot from "Irene". Gene RodAct III In Italian Mario Chnmlcc
wisdom in spending, and the employ- carries his money in his pocket or journmcnt before noon with all pres
emich's Orchestra.
morning
in
as
presiding
the
ent and
Tenor with orchestra.
ment of a systematic course of sav- hides it in an old boot
LINDY
RUSTLE OF SPRING
ing.
The banks of today are closely in- session.
The Harmonizers
Male Quartet with
In the matter brought before the
A proportion! te amount of prosper- spected. They are safe and operated
1002210 inch
$1.00
Orchestra.
Leopold Godowaky Pinaforte Solo
ity of the country belongs to the peo- for you. Deposit your money and Board by County Superintendent of
205810 inch
65c
Roads, Geo. McLsin in taking care of
UNTIL YOU SAY GOODBYE
ple of this community.
pay by check.
MY HOME TOWN IS A
the subsistence for men employed by
From "Tickle Me." Irons Audrey-Sop- rano
AN INAUGURATION
LIVING ONE DAY AT THE TIME him to work the highway, it was or
with Orchestra
TOWN
THAT COMES HICH
dered by the Board to empower Su
The Harmonizers Male Quartet with
5036
10 inch
$1.00
The fable of the clock that stopped perintendent McLain to continue the
Orchestra.
ROSE OF MY HEART
Witnessing the inauguration of Mr. to count the days, months and years: method that waa in force in 1920.
From "Zicgfeld Midnight Frolic."
SWEETEST STORY EVER TOLD
Harding, for
visitors, is it had to tick, has a practical appliIt was now ordered that the Board
William Reese Tenor with Orchestra
Irene Williams Soprano with Orapparently going to involve some of cation. The number of ticks was so do adjourn until Mondr.y, February
I LOVE YOU, SUNDAY
chestra.
the cost and discomfort of celebrat- large that the works became discour- 7th, 1921, at nine o'clock.
Fox Trot Isham Jones' Ruinbo Or205710 inch
85c
ing New Year's eve in New York. aged and decided to stop. The penJOHN D. FLEMING,
chestra.
Piano passages by Alfred
OLD PAL. WHY DON'T YOU
Hotel rates have been doubled, with dulum suggested that as only one tick
Chm. of Board Co. Commisiaoners.
Eldridge and Carl Kenton. Banjo
ANSWER ME?
virtually all the hotels exacting a at a time was needed, it would be well ' (SEAL)
passages by Charles McNeil.
Ernest Hure Bnritono with Orchesweek's stay us a condition of making not to iook so tar into tne iuture; so Attest"
5031
10 inch
$1.00
tra. Saxophone passuge by Rudy
reservations; and with March 4 more the works took heart and went on
DANIEL BOONE,
Wiedoeft.
than two months away, two of the ticking.
County Clerk.
One Step Ishum Jon 'S Ruinbo OrBEAUTIFUL FACES
leading Washington hotels report
Edward Everett Hulc said the
chestra.
Fox Trot Introducing "Rock-a-Iltheir accommodations "sold out." Im
mortal was he who carried
A five dollar bill advertised as
SOME BLESSED DAY
Lullaby Mammy." Rudy Wicdoeft'a
provident or impecunious visitors will three kinds of trouble with him
found by the Berkley, California
Criterion
Quartet Male Quartet.
Californians.
to sleep on cots or commute yesterday's, today's and tomorrow's, lice department was claimed by 236
5030 10 inch
$1.00
205610 inch
85e
from Baltimore, for which the rail-During the war, when we feared persons.
SOMETIME, SOMEWHERE
GRIEVING FOR YOU
Criterion Quarttt Male Quartet.
Fox Trot
"Mammy'i
Introducing
SING ME TO SLEEP
Apron Strings." Green Brothers NoIrene Williams Soprano with
velty Band.
ra.
PALESTEENA
5029 10 inch
$1.00
Fred Whitchousc Tenor with OrMARGIE
chestra.
Fox Trot Gene Rodemich's Orches2C55 10 inch
88c
tra.
READ 'EM AND WEEP
206010 inch
a.8c
A Bernard Teno with Orchestra.
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SURPRISE STORE NO. 3
Here to Stay at the Same Address

Nunn Electric Co.

NEXT DOOR TO JOURNAL OFFICE

OF CLOVIS
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
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Beginning Friday, January 14th, and continuing for two weeks, we are selling our entire stock of
men's furnishings at HALF PRICE, We want
the money, and therefore we are making these big reductions for CASH ONLY.
up-to-da-

te

Shirts

Tie3
Any tie in our house

Silk Shirts are going at LESS THAN HALF PRICE

large assortment of colors

Values up to $18.50 going at

95c

$6.45

All Fibre Silk, Madras and Percale, and a big assortment of Wool and Corduroy Shirts, values from $4.00
to $10.00, going in this sale at

These prices are less than Half Price.

Shoes

Half Price

Our entire stock of Nettleton, Packard and Emerson
Shoes, $18.50 to $20.00.

Underwear

Half Price

Values from $2.50 to $8.50 going at

Hats and Caps

Half Price

ranging from $2.00 to $6.00,
and Hats from $5.00 to $25.00

All our stock of caps,

Lee Unionall and Overalls

Half Price
,

Now is

Remarkable reduction in our complete stock of these
standard garments
Uuionalls
$2.75
Overalls
$1.50

Overcoats

the time to buy that Overcoat, everyone in
stock is going at

Overshoes

Half Price

$2.00 to $5.75 Values, going in this sale

at

Half Price

Leather and Sheep Lined Coats
Big assortment, $25.00 to $80.00 values, going at

Half Price

Collars
.

Our entire stock of collars, 25c soft linens and

Socks

stiff linens, and silk collar su pto 60c values, going
in this sale at

.

Silk Socks, up to $3.00 values going at
Lisle Socks, up to $1.00 values, going at

Half Price

75c
25c

Suits

Sweaters
Every Sweater in the house, values from $10.00 to
$25.00, going at

.
Our complete stock of
models, many
of them received this week at low market quotations,
will go in this sale at.

Half Price

Half Price

up-to-da-

Don't Forget the Dates:

January 14th to January 28th

Watch Our Windows for Latest and Lowest Prices
i.i

zi

n n
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THE CVOVIi NEWS,
Pride
flour.

They may not look it but
they're both Wally Eeid.
One ready for action
the other an imposter

1

of
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plaint Sunlight

M34fe

J. B. Briocoe of Amcrillo was
Clovis viiitor Wednesday.
EVERYTHING good to
Electric Bakery.

eatReed's
ltc

A Home 'Prodisci:

Alex and JohneShipley are in El
Paso this week attending the stack- men's celebration being held there.
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Bert Curies is in Santa Fe serving
as a petit juror in the Federal Court
which is now in session there.

grocer
Help boost Curry County products by asking your
for the flour made at home.
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The very thought of auto troubles
should direct your mind to the ElecPhone 64. ltc
tric Filling Station.

Stop on your way home for good
things to eat at Reed's Eletcric
Bakery.
ltc

ll'l

1

"IF IT'S

("Toujour

it LAudac')

I

jjjt

i

W$ftf

THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT
Clovis, New Mexico

d

FOR SALE OR TRADE Steph- Driven
ens Sedan, fully equipped.
less than 3,000 miles. Have three
other cars. Phone 64, Clovis, N. M. It

t

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.

B. C. Griggs of St Vrain was in
Clovis the latter part of last week.
Mr. Griggs is now owner of the Holli-fielstore at St. Vrain,

ALWAYS

1

If it

is the best it is Sunlight. 13tfc

OFF TO MARKET

MANSE COMPLETED

Misa Lena Kendall and A. S. Veasey
of the Kendall Dry Goods Co., left
the first of the week for the lesding
market centers of the east to buy new
aprta goods for the Kendall Dry
I Goods Co.
.
They expect to be gone
R. J. Collins of Grady was a vis- Mr. and Mrs. Milton Brown, Jr., three weeks or a month,
itor to Clovis Wednesday.
are rejoicing over the arrival of. their
new baby daughter, Malcolm Elisa- - w. J. tAvr.ru a t Ki ntR dies
Everything for auto and tractor. beth who joined the famy circle
W. J. Caveny, who lives in the
Electric Filling Station. Phone 64. ltc
morning. Mother and Ranchvale neighborhood, left Thursday morning for Newton, Kansas, ih
daughter ate doing nicely.
Dr. J. R. Carver of Grady was
answer to a message stating that his
lyiovio viauor rreuntnuny miu inurvfather had died suddenly.
day.
Eyes
Wanted to Rent
Unfurnished
Our coal business is black but we
modern home by small family. Phone
treat you white. Lane A Sons Grain
97, or apply at News office.

The Presbyterian church has re- Let Doughton Land Co. write your
completed a beautiful manse
cently
insurance,.
fire
on North Pile Street. Rev. Elliott,
borne Hardware Company of Carlsbad, is spending a few days in the j , Jeff. Thomas of Grady made a the pastor, plans to move into th
I
business trip to Clovis this week.
company's store here.
house this week.
W. H. Dilly of the

TWO REEL SUNSHINE COMEDY.
r

"An Elephant's Nightmare"
MUTTAND JEF? CARTOON-

-

Roberts-Dear-

-

.

Mrs. G. E, Kennedy, who has been
seriously ill, will leave in a short time
to join Rev. Kennedy at Beaumont,
Texas.

We have the agency for some of the
most substantial old linu fire InsurDoughton Land
ance companies.
e
Company.
Mr.
Bclcn
week.
merly
.

Many Children's
Need Help

Saturday Night
TRY TO GET IN

I

PERSONAL MENTION
o;

.

Mrs. Bert Curlcss returned the

lat-- 1

ter part

of last week from Melrose
where she has been visiting relatives.

cows, also sell you groceries as cheap
A home pioduct for home people
as anybody. Willmon Bros., old Lone
Sunlight Flour.
Star Wagon Yard.

E. W. Reagan and Bruce Sullivan
Some diamonds are worthless, also
glasaes, save the
made a business trip to Kansas City
pieces. We duplicnte them at the
several grades of coal. The best coal
this week.
We have it. Lane
Optical Shp.
is the cheapest.
ltc
For fire insurance st'c Doughton & Sons Grain Co.

i

.g--

and Mrs. J. C. W.hitaker of
were in Clovis the first of the
Mr. and Mrs. Whltaker for- Co.
Now Is the time when the child
lived
here.
AT THE
Your health is impaired when you
the weak eyes is experiencing
with
neglect your eyes. We fit your eyts
Take out a Western Electric
most trouble. For hours every
the
Shop!
1c
Ontical
the
scientifically
at
and Vacuum Cleaner on trial.
day, and often under artificial light
Hon. Coe Howard of Portales, repduring the evenings they have to
resentative from Roosevelt County,
pour over books. The constant strain
passed through Clovis Monday
particularly telling. Even a slight
athe
will
to Santa Fe where
legislature.
of the eye. develops rapid- weakness
tend
the
State
The Optical Shop is located in the
.
ly under such strain into something
new Lyceum Thentrc building. We
FOR SALE OR TRADE Stephguar
scientifically
and
Berious.
fit your ryes
ens Sedan, fully equipped. Driven more
ltc
antee our work,
children need glasses. Prop- leu than 3,000 miles. Have three erlySuch
fitted lenses will take care of the
M.
N.
Clovis,
64,
It
Phone
Wm. A. Gillenwater is in Santa other cars.
overload . If cared for now the weak- Fe this week. Mr. Gillenwater in
Miss Alice Martin, who was opcrnt ness may be overcome by the time the
one of the counsel in the Cannon Ball
ed on for appendicitis during the child is full grown. If not the time
Motor case.
JANUARY 15th
Christmas holidays, will leave next; will soon come when glnases will be
to continue her work in the absolutely neeessary and doubtless
week
Ranges
Oak
and
Genuine Round
for life. It is only fair to the child
at Las Vegas.
Normal
State
Heators.
to make an effort to save them from
Earl B. Roberts, for some time this if possible.
with the Clovis Filling
connected
If your child is backward at school
. nf. J.I " I'll" mi i "T
Station, left Wednesday for Para- - WOrk or complains of frequent head- gould, Ark., where he will go into aches or smarting or stinging sen-- 1
the vulcanizing business. '
isations in the eyes, have a competent
Electric Lights, Lamps and
professional man make an examine- supplies.
Reed's tion.
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Electric Bakery is the place to get
Let us examine your child's eyes,
ltc We have had fifteen years practice In
them.
optometry five years in Clovis
STOVES!
STOVES!
STOVES!
Our
and guarantee satisfaction.
We're strong for Clovis and Sun- The best for bisculss-rSunli- ght
Good.
Cheap
and
Mr. and Mrs. Ed McDaniel have Large and Small,
equipment is the most
light Flour.
Flour.
leased the Antlers Cafe at Clovis and
DENHOF JEWELRY CO.
went over the first of the week and
Misa Pearl Francis has accepted a
Judge Sam Bratton held District
Mr.
Mrs.
possession.
and
assumed
position in the First National Bank. Court at Carlsbad last week.
REGISTERED OPTOMETRISTS
Geo. Parrish will operate their local
restaurant.
Mcirosc Mensengcr.
Quality and price-Sun-light
Hour, Rev R B Freeman me(Je g
can you beat itt
ness trip to San Antonio this week.
We buy and sell mules and milk
Vr;i-13-tf-

r

We Want Your Grain

Charles J. Shaw, U. S. Internal
Revenue Officer, of Albuquerque, is
here on business this week.
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I treat all diseases and disorders of
women and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.

lor- -

double who when ht

"V

of hard wheat as
New Mexico raises as good a grade
we are
wheat
of
This high grade
Co
&
Elevator.
Kill
The Cramer
grade of
good
a
as
out
has a milling equipment that can turn
to
try our
you
for
ask
we
is
All
as anv mill iri the country.
satisfaction.
will
give
it
Sunlight Flour and we arc sure

Your health is impaired when you
neglect your eyes. We fit your eyes
scientifically a the Optical Shop, c

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Bible School, 9:45 a. m.
Following the Bible School
on this coming Lord's Day morn- tog, a cradle roll demonstartion will
be made by the cradle roll supcrin
tendent, the mothers and babies of
the cradl r,011' ,w,irtfd Jbr.th1e ''r''
earnestly
manes. It
that
cra(li ro) mothw be prcr.nt
with her baby.
Following the Bible school hour,
and taking up the regular mornmc
preaching service period, will be an
ordination service, at which the elders
and deacons who have lately been j;- lected by the membership will rccef.f
their charge and be ordained to ti e r
work.
The communion service will follow
the ordination and wHTconclude '.he
mornin. wnmhln
At the regular evening service hour
will
o'clock
the minister
nreach unon the subiect: "The Kev to
Salvation."
if y0U Want to be patted on the
back and told that you are a g:od
fellow and all right as you are, don't
If
come to the Christian church.
you want to know of real religion,
to repent of your sins and live a
ChrtaWike life, come. We can help
you.
Chas. D. Poston, Minister.

ALL KINDS OF

If you break your

Minister J. II. Shepard filled the
pulpit at the Christian Church in
last Sunday.

.nnil Co.

'

Harry L. I'atton and C. A. Hatch
A. E. Curren mnde a business trip are in Santa Fithis week. They are
representing the defendants in the
to Wichita Falls this week.
John F. Smithson was in Clovis
trial of Cannon Ball Motor Company
from Grady Wednesday. Mr. Smith-son- i R. 0. Robinson made a business officials which is now being heard in
family is now at Tucumcari .trip to Santa Fe this week.
the Federal Court there.
where Mrs. Smithson has been quite
ick but is much improved and she
We handle the best coal in town
If you are not satisfied with the
ill aoon be able to return to their and anxious to prove It, give us your way your car runs, try us. No charge
home at Grady.
order. Lane & Sons Grain Co.
until you are satisfied. Electric Fill- ltc
ins Station. Phone 64.
Harness and Harness supplies.
Don't risk your property without
We repIt is your fault If you neglect your
sufficient fire insurance.
resent some of the best companies. ryes. Sec a graduate and expert'
at the Optical
encod optometrist
Doughton Land Co.
I'or-tal-

VULCANIZING

's

Shop.

4
4

f

f

Regular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knighti residing in
this Jurisdiction are invited.

ltc.

Two tourists from Boston, Mass.,
We handle nothing but best
enrjute to San Francisco with a
lump coal. The best is the
side car outfit, passcheapest, Lane & Sons Grain Comed through Clovis this week.
pany.
Hurley-Davidso-

4

n

Hods,
Stove
Stove Tipp, Coul
Get our prices on Firestone tires
Boards and all stove trimmings.
and tube:?. We eun make it worth
your while.

Phone 72.

Prompt Delivery

and Accessories, Ga?, Oils, Tubes and Tires
Free Service Car Call us at any time

Clovis Filling Station
Clovis, New Mexico

Phone 373

North Main Street

'4-l-

s
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Lawrence Oilman writes as follows
regarding the poverty of Frans 8chu
one of tha greatest
bert
tha
and most Inspired composer
tha Denver
world aver knew, lay
(1797-1828-

News.

"Schubert, who waa almost the aga
of hi contemporary, 8helley, composed his R minor symphony In the
jear of Shelley's death. Like Shelley,
he was too well beloved of tha gods;
Shelley died at thirty, Schubert at
peasant
a
thirty-one- .
He waa
and he sang like a rustic angel. When
ha died he left behind him personal
effects valued at a little over $12 and
soma of the loveliest music In existence. A few coats, waistcoats, trousers,
shoes, shirts, cravats, handkerchiefs,
socks, one hat, one towel, one sheet,
two bedrases, one mattress, one bolster, one quilt and a quantity of manuscripts appraised by tha official Inventory at ten florins (about $4.80), constituted his material possessions.
year of his death ha bad
Within
dinner
been unable to afford a
and he was selling some of the greatest songs ever written for the 191-price of four subway tickets. As Sir

A7

Aiarr

A bright eye and a quick stop go a long way
toward success in the business world.
Glasses that are properly fitted make your eyes
fit for the day's work.
Bring your eye troubles to us and you will soon
have none.
Our glasses are carefully ground by experts.
They will give you absolute eye comfort.
OUR WORD IS OUR BOND

DENHOF JEWELRY CO.
JEWELERS AND OPTOMETRISTS

rnTTTiJTTiiiTTTmrrriimaxmiiixrxirtnxixaiiiii
We write fire insurance on grain.
Baker Bros. Agency, Inc.

--
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ADS

GET YOUR HAND LAUNDRY, at
115 N. Lane St., Phone 393.
Up

:

FOR SALE
kerosene stave.
Lane

RATE
1

far Wert

Quick Meat
Call at 320 North

ltp

Per Issue

FOR RENT Modcrri
North Wallace.

Unfurnished
Wanted to Rent
modern home by small family. Phom
97, or apply at News office.
FOR RENT Bed rooms, nicely furCull Mrs.
nished. Furnace hont.
W. II. Slnimute. phone 225, 420 W.
Monroe Ave.
FOR SALE Some nice new furniture and a piHno. J. H. Shepard,
phone 62 or call at Buker Bros. &
Shepard office.
FOR RENT 80 acres, aod plowed
for spring wheat or oats. One and
a half miles west of old Claud. See J.
E. Houchen, 104 N. Thornton.
WANTED Good fresh milk cow.
Address Mrs. Bcrthn Montgomery,
ClovK N. M., or see me r.t corner of
Grand Ave. and Hu'.l St.
FOR SALE 320 acre improved
farm, 12 miles northwest of Clovis,
or will trade for well located houses
in Clovis. R. J. Bobicr, 205 North
Meriwcth' r St. Clevis, N. M.
STRAYED At my place, one heifer
calf. Owner can have same by
nrnvinir owncrshin and paying for
feed. 8'i miles southwest of Clovis,
S. half of Section 30. Frank M. Ken
xje.
YOU PROPOSE building we can
serve you well. Cull and talk it
Construcover.
tion Co., Room 26, Barry Bldg. 2'tfc

IF

Brown-Thompso- n

GENT'S FURNISHING and tailor
shop for sale. Price right. Cash
deal only. For particulars write P.
O. Box 435, Pampa Texas.
FOR SALE Four hola Majectic
range, bargain if taken at once. R.
Rosa, West Grand Avenue, first house
ltp
east of Commercial Hotel
MODERN HOME FOR RENT or
lease. Extra nice furniture for
sale at a bargain. Call at 114 North
Wallace or 'phone 458.
(' ltp

well as large printing from negatives.

o

Address
Clovis.

to

lent two

d
rooms
or a house.

unfurnished,
Iceu, general delivery,

M. L.

ItP

SALESMAN WANTED to solicit orders for lubricating oils, greases
and paints. Salary or commission.
Address the Hurvey Oil Co., CleveItP
land, Ohio.

We do solicit your enlarging business, however, and

you either bring or send it direct to us, as we have no connection
with any other people or "agents." We do our own work right
here in our studio and do not send it away. We have recently

in-

stalled an Eastman Projection Printer, and have the best equipped studio in New;, Mexico for handling your enlarging work, as

In spit of th success with which
the campaign against th binding of
women's feet has been waged In China,
there are atlll parts where men will
not marry girls who have natural feet.
Missionaries try, so far as possible,
to arrange marriages between Christian girls and Christian men. One of
our Christian girls, writes a correan old
spondent, was getting quit
maid, having reached the age of
ght.
Several heathen had asked
her, but she refused them all. One of
ur preachers approached a country
tenant farmer and tried to persuad
twenty-ei-

THE ROBINSON .ART SHOP
"The Photographer in

Yotir-Vrnm-

,1
"

Monroe Avenue
119
lady.
We all thought It would coma
off. The man was about the si roe ag
as the lady In question, and had not
yet succeeded In getting engaged, But,
to our aurprlse, he would have aothlog
to do with the plan, and gov. as his
by default against you, and that
BAPTIST CHURCH
reason : "Who would marry a glH tfth
judgment will be rendered against
a skirt like that?" The girl had her
The usual services will be held at vou herein in favor of. the plaintiff
skirt embroidered In a different way
the Baptist church on next Sunday. for the said suit "f $75.00 Dnd costs
to the girls and the women In the village where the particular swain lived, Rev. R. F. Jenkins, of Amnrillo, will of suit.
and he felt that he dared not make preach at both morning and evening
Witness niv hand as such Justice of
such an Innovation on the fashion of
(services. All Bnptists are urged to the Peace, this the 12th duy of JanuA beautiful pair of
his own vlllace.
ary, A. I). 1921.
he present.
and we will deliver, it. City Feed
bri'V.n eyes. lung, flue, black hair, and
J. P. NOBLE,
A cordial invitation is extended to
lie. a (.'owl fhrisiimi character counted as
and Transfer Company,
Rev. Jenkins is among the
Justice
of the Peace.
visitors.
style of skirt
ROOFING
Ther" is no time like the,1 notlHim nifi.tnst a strange
strongest preachers in the west.. Come
.
'
:
.u.. ..i.i i.
Mr. Farmer, kiep your grain In
and hear him.
Sic Mr. Rihlett with Brown-Thompso- n
Pulpit Committee.
aguinst fire. We will write
sured
Try Smiling.
Construction Co. for all kinds of
Se? us. Buker Bros.
you a policy.
one
talking!
Two
women
were
CLANCY NAMED
built-u- p
roofing and repairing. Room
Inc.
Agocy,
spoke, and the oilier
smiled us
SPEAKER OF HOUSE
U Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M. 25tfc frowned. she
One looked out on the
TO THE PUBLIC!
'
world with friendly eyes, and the
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
Santa Fe, N. M. Both House and
the faces of
srowled
Into
other
Team of young marcs, mule colt,
Senate of the Fifth New Mexico )e(?ui- If you huve any kind of old or
passers by.
two teams good young mules, one
mis-f- it
clothing, underwear, dresses,
"Well, you see, I learned long ago lature have perfected organization
good milk cow, cake and meal, bran how to smile," said
the smiling one. Albert H. Clancy of Santa Fe won coats, or coat suits, children's cloth
etc. Want bundle kaffir, bundle cane, "At first It was not so easy; then by the speakership contest in the re
ing, boys' pants or anything that can
baled cane, car corn and grain,
degrees I learned to smile even though publican caucus
and consequently
be used, we, the United Charity
C.
W.
THARP.
t did feel like crying.
ltp.
afterward easily defeated hia demo
"I think that personally I made a cratic opponent.
hard study of the psychology of a
ROOFING
The governor'a message, which apsmile. When I went Into a store, and
There is no time like the present to
pears on another page, ia concise and
or
waa
who
a
Inattentive
faced
clerk
fix that old leaky roof. See Brown-ThompsInsolent I' smiled at ' her, and then the recommendations he has made
Construction Company for made known 'my wants. In most cases are in keeping with the platform on
roafing and re- I got back a smile for every one I which he was elected.
all kinds of built-u- p
pairing. Room 26, Barry Building, gave. Not alwar, of course, but often
enough to learn that a smile would go
Clovis, N. M.
NOTICE OF SUIT
farther than a frown any day. So
a
grain
for
holding
your
may
pullWhile
feel like
that even though I
In the Justice Court fn and for
high.ir price do not lun the rink of ing somebody's hair, I smile. It Is Precinct No. 1, Curry County, State
getting it destroyed by fire. Let us contagious, but the health hoard will of New Mexico.
place a fire insurance policy on it. not Interfere." Columbus Telegram.
Before J. P. Noble, Justice of the
Bak r Bios. Agency. Inc.
Peace.
Pilgrims Brought Many.
Plaintiff,
vs
E. L. McCauley,
Mr, Farmer, let us write you a fire
The rilgiliiis In America were
insurance policy on your feed and more Im llned to look after gunpowder Southwest Mfg. Co., Defendant.
W. L. McCain, Garnishee.
trvjiin. You cannot nffard to run th
tlian hooks, but several hundred volThe State of New Mexico to the
risk of losing it by fire. Baker Bros! umes were brought over on the Mayflower, Including 4(K) books owned by Southwest Manufacturing Company,
Agency, Inc.
William IlreWHter, the leader. Sixty-fou- r the above name I defendant:
You and euch of you arc hereby
of them were In Latin, and a
number of others la Greek and He- notified that suit has been filed
Don't Experiment
If these remedies do not prove sat- brew, while still others were devoted against you in the court of J. P.
strictly to systematic theology,
Noble, Justice of the of the Peace
isfactory, your money will be refundof controversies with the Roman
.;
in and for Precinct No., 1, Curry
.
ed.
church, volumes on toleration, polemiCounty, State of New Mexico, in an
Refon
the
cal
and
discussions
works,
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
L.
McCauley is
ormation.- Every family had a Bible, action wherein E.
KORAK REMEDY
you
the
Southwest
said.
f.
nlaintif
and
It.
everyone
course,
They
read
of
mid
'
(Th Original Korak Wonder)
started at the first chapter and rend Manufacturing Company in defendant, and W. L. McCain ia Garnishee,
For all disorders of the stomach, the book from cover to cover.
Of 37 Pilgrims the Inventory
of and that the name of the attorney
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splenis R. E
did blood purifier, removes worms whose estates Is given In T. O. and his post off ice address
Wright's
"Literary
Culture In Early Rowe'.is, Clovie, New Mexico,
A
bedwcttlng.
stops
body,
from the
New England," not one lind less than
You are hereby further notified
great family medicine. Price $1.00 1 worth of books, and 11 had
5 or.
thnt the general objects of said action WALLACE REID IN
per box.
more, l bough only four of these es"ALWAYS AUDACIOUS"
arc to recover Judgment against you
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
tates totaled more than OH).
KORAK OIL For rheumatism and all aches and
pains, corns, bunions, sore feet, also
for wire cuts and gnlled shoulders.
Price 75c pe bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
Clovis, N. M.
THE H. D. RUCKER REMEDY CO.
Amarillo, Texas
11-1- 1

ask that

Alliance,

East

Phone 145

.

X
'Board, will appreciate it.' very much
if you will phone 105, 173 or 254, at.il
the packages will bo called for on
Mondays,
This is an urgent call,
R. M. Hu'.l, president,
Mrs. A. J. Hodes, Treasurer.
tfp

,

--

WANTED

picture business. .Any and all such representations; are false, for

OBJECTED TO WOMAN'S SKIRT

LET US FIGURE your aidewalk.
TYPEWRITER PAPER cut in
Brick, tile and concrete work. Brown- size packages for sale at
Thompson Construction Co., room 26
Newa Office.
Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M.
FOR RENT Bed room or two furGet our prices on Firestone tires
nished housekeeping rooms. 307 and tubea. We can make it worth
Hp
North Merriwether.
your while.
BARRY HARDWARE CO.
Bald-wirow
Practically
TO TRADE
'r
piuno to trode for cows.
Now is the time to get your fer
600 Noith Rcr.chcr.
Phone 347
tilizer for your garden.
n

These men usually
claim that they are partners of .Mr.' Robnijon or else
that they are his agents or that they are working ith us in the
agents and soliciting enlarging business.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS.

FOR SALE OR TRADE Stephens Sedan, fully equipped. Driven
rooms at 120 leaa than 3,000 miles. Have three
l.fl.3tp' other cars. Phone 64, Clovis, N. H. It him to ask th

pl.-yi-

unscrupulous persons have been representing themselves as our

Oeorge Grove observes, 'beside this,
the poverty of Hoaart the first of the
two great musicians whom Vienna has
allowed to starve was wraith.' Sir
George Is exercised because he can
find In Schubert no trace of 'formal or
dogmatic religion.' No doubt a lifetime of privation and neglect and a
miserable deathbed should dispose a
man toward 'formal or dogmatic religion,' and develop a splrltNif humble
gratitude for so Instructive an experience of the ways of Providence."

Matrlmenlal

i

CLASSIFIED

It has been brought to our attention recently that certain

Peculiar Reason Advances' by Chinaman far Refusing, ta Caneider

Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

a

do

LiVJU

four-nflh-

Remarkable Thirsts.
Olassblowers
lire known to drink
from llfiy to sixty pints of water during a day's work mid to be nothing
the worse for It. but they are beaten
by n yoiiui! and nipuhlc worker of
nliom n pliyvlcluu reports that he
drunk - unlloiis of water a duy anil a
whole tubful of It during the night.

the above said defendunt for the sum
The smashing tale of a shanghaied
of $75.00 and costs of suit, and the
Jsuid W. L. McCain lias been summon- millionaire, who came buck home n
sed in said suit as Garnishee.
jstranger because the crooked double
You are further notified that tin-- j who looked exactly like him, who
less you appear, answer, plead, de- shipped him, wits using his mime
mur or otherwise enter your appear-lanc- e 'spending his money, courting h's girl,
herein within thirty days from Branded as an imposter, scorned by
jnnd after the date of th'a noticu .that sweetheart and friends, held for the
the plaintiff will apply for judgment crime of the man who tricked him, he

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, na they cannot reach
lhi ulieaarii piUon o( tha rnr. Thi-rU
only one way lo cure catarrhal tWfnflt.
and that la by a uonttuutlonal remedy
Catarrhal
lrurnai li cauit-- by an
condition of the mucoua lining of
the Buituchlnn Tub. When this tubf ia
Inllunii'd you have a rumbling sound or

unl whit

It

la

entirely

Vnlt-ocloird. l)arn,-la thf rcault.
tht
llillttinirfttlol! ran be reduced and thla tube
re-'to Ita normal condition, hearing;
wt.. be UfCtroyt'd rorvver.
Many eaaea of
deafnt'oa urn canard by catarrh, which loan InSami'd condition of tha mucoua
ri

Hall's Catarrh "edtclne acta thru

the blood on tha mucoua turfacea of tha
ayatrm.
We will giro One Hundred
Dollars (or
any raaa of Catarrhal Deafneoa that cannot
be eured by Hall'a Catarrh Medloln. Clr.
avian free. All Druggiata, He.
F. J. CHEN BY
CO.. Toledo,

a

Then
had almost lost the fight.
something hsppcns.that will make
Everyone say.
your blood thump.
it s the best story Hint VKiiuace neiu
has tlono. We believe you'll thoroughCome and see. Also
ly enjoy it.
showing a two reel Sunshine comedy,
Elephant's Nightmare," and a
Mutt and Jeff Cartoon. At the Lyceum Saturday night, Jnnuary 15th.
Try to Get In.

"n

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
plead in said cause on or before the
25th day of February',' 1921, judgment witj; rendered against you by
defuultj'aritl' A, Wi Hockcnh'ull, whose
business address is Clovi3, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff.
WitnesR my hund and the seal of
the court ut Clovis, New Mexico, tlii
the 11th day of January, 1021.
(SKAL)
DANIEL BOONE,
County Clevk

'
t

NOTICE OF SUIT
v
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j
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'
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i,

,

Ann

;

.

PEOPLE IN
GEORGIA MINSTRELS
COMING TO THE LYCEUM

.

.

ROSE VALLEY ITEMS

'

Our Sunday school was well attended last Sunday but there are others
we wish would attend and help make
our school bigger and help make this
u better neighborhood to live in.
Mrs. Ethel Greathousc is having a
bit of denlul wrk done the last few
days.
Grandpa nnd Grandma Horn had
quite an exciting time in a runaway
No one was hurt, but it was quite an
experience (or them.
Master Herman L. Brady is on the
sick 1st trying to acquire him a net of
teeth.
Moving day is drawing near for
several of our neighbors. We wish
them a pleasant job nnd nice weather.
Mrs. J. P. Harper nnd children hnd
a nice visit with her parents, Mr.

and Mrs. A. J. James of Texas.
While over there Crystal June 'In
some way swallowed a penny.
Grandpa James consulted- a doctor
about her condition. Not being satisfied with his, advice and her 'condition, he accompanied his daughter
home on Sunday eve and they took
her to Clovis Monday to Dr. Dillon..
Sorry to say she is still in a critical
condition and her parents are very
uneasy about her.
Mrs. D. J. Smith hns been on the
'sick list for sovoral weeks suffering
from indigestion.
Christmas was very o'et out this
way.
This is our first alteinpt but we
hope uomeone will pull some kind of a
stunt each week so we could send
news from this part of Curry County
each week.
The writer expresses thanks fur all
folks out this way to the editor of
the, News for funiLhing us a quota

()

J

eaaii

that the general objects of said action

deville acts offered by tins well known
organization, who hi:ve been before

Iniioiilif for the nnst thirtv-thrcyears.
Can you imagine anyone
a
seats on sale Monday,
scii am on the stage using just an January 21th at the Lyceum.
Make
ordinary snare drum? Well, Manzie .veur reservations early.
Campbell with the Famous Georgia
Minstrels, who appears at the LyNOTICE OF SUIT
ceum, one day only matinee and
The Slate of New Mexico to Cornight Thursday, January 27th is
what the show people call a "riot," delia Lovell, the defendant herein,
his art is so entirely different from Greeting:
You are hereby notified that a suit
anything ever seen that the audience
seems to want more and more, while has been filed against you in the Dishia comedy is so refreshing he has trict Court of Curry County, New
to respond to encore upon encore. Mexico, in which Harry R. Lovell is
This young man has a bright future, plaintiff and yourself is the defendnnd what is most pleasing he does not ant in cause No. 1705 in the civil
seem to show he hns talent, just acts docket of said court; and the genera)
natural, and as though he, enjoyed objects. of said action are to obtain a
playing his drum and making funny decree of divorce and the care and
faces.
custody of their children; and that
This is only one of the fifteen vau unless you appear and answer or
e

j

d

are to recover judgment against you
the above said defendant for the sum
of $75.00 nnd costs of suit, and the
said W. L. McCain hns been summoned in said suit as Garnishee,
You are further notified that unless you appear, answer, plead, demur or otherwise enter your appearance herein within thirty days from
and nfter the dutc of th's notice ,that
the plaintiff will apply for judgment
by default against you, and that
judgment will bo rendered against
you herein in favor of the plaintiff
for the said sum of $75.00 and costs
of suit.
Witness my hand as such Justice of
the Peace, this the 12th day of Janu
ary, A. D. 1021.
J. P. NOBLE,
Justice of the Peace.

,

I

to

(8)

I The Motor Owning Public
,

Under new management the MOTOR INN GARAGE is here
to serve you with the highest class of service in the line of automobile repairs, accessories and storage.
We also announce that we have purchased the agency for the

Oakland
And are now carrying a complete line of parts for this car.
uakland car owners will find an
service station
here.
e

TAXICAB SERVICE
When you want a taxi for either city or country drives, call 56.

M otor Inn Garage
C.

113

W. BRADLEY, Proprietor.

West Otero Avenue

PHONE 56

Helpin' others
Abe Martin says:
where the
Look
i.l us pay.
l)emo rati-.- ' party is.

don't

WANTED TO RENT Unfurnished
modern home by small family.
Phone 07 or apply nt News office.

If its news The News wants it, l

.

TTft

0

oices

Syrup and Honey

Maxwell House Coffee. .$1.10
Folgers Coffee
$1.50
1 lb. Folgers Coffee
....50
1 lb. Chase & Sanborn Coffee .
.50
3 lbs. Chase & Sanborn Coffee. .$1.50
lib. Hills Bros. Coffee
...55
1 lb. Schillings Coffee
.55
3 lbs. Peaberry Coffee
$1.00
3 lbs. Arbuckles Coffee
$1.00
1 lb. Garden City Coffee
26

King Komus, per gal.
$1.25
Velva, per gal
$1.25
Fancy Sorghum, per gal.
$1.25
B Brand Sorghum, per gal
$1.25
Red Karo, per gal.
90c
BhW'Karo, per gal
r....85c
Mary Jane, per gal
85c
Pure Extracted Honey, per gal. $2.25

Condensed Milk

Im

;

The principal difference between
"immigration" and "emigration" is
tho fact that since the wur it has all
been immigration.

Coffee
3 lbs.
3 lbs.

rhone 97 for your Job Printing.

Aniiffiiiifpfpriif?1!!

I

I January 14th, 15th and 17th

once since he assumed office.

.

.Woman is the brightest jewel In
the crown of man or at least she
was before she commtneed to vote.
Now she "wns the crown.

These prices are good for three days, for
cash, Friday, Saturday and Monday,

S

As president of Mexico General Ob- -

No. 97.

tion on grains and all are wondering
if he will oblige the ladies with the
price of eggs, "butter and chickens..
Please the ladles and all will be pleas' ''
ant.
Mother Goose.

OCERSE

SN

regoa is making a great record. He
hasn't "sasscd" the United States

Phone ui.

7

H

Kuwells, Clovis, New Mexico.
You arc hereby further notified

fi

5

FORTY

In the Justice Court in and for
Vrceinct No. 1, Curry County, Stiite
of New Mexico.
Before J. 1'. Noble, Justice of the
I'eace.
E. L. McCiiuley,
vs.
Plaintiff,
Soi'rhwest Mfg. Co., Defendant,
W. L. McCain, Garnishee,
The State of New Mexico to the
.'.V.vest Manufacturing Company,
..'jovc name I defendant:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that suit has been filed
againrt you in the court of J. $.
Noble, Justice ef the of the Teace
in and for Trecinct No. 1, Curry
County, State of New Mexico, in an
action wherein E, L. McCnuley is
plaintiff, and you the said Southwest
Manufacturing Company in defendant, and W. L. McCain is Garnishee,
ami that the name of the attorney
and his postoffice address is R. E.

$

THURSDAY, JANUARY 13, 1921.

Baby Milk per doz
Tall Milk, per doz

Per Case

Bob White, 17 bars for
$1.00
Bob White, per case
$5.75
White Flyer, 18 bars for
$1.00
White Flyer, per case
$5.50
$1.00
Joy Soap, 18 bars
$5.50
Joy Soap, per case
to
3
25c
P. O. Naptha, bars for
P. tt. Q. Naptha, per case
$8.00
$1.00
Sugar, 10 pounds for
Spuds, 30 pounds for
$1.00
Spuds, per 100 pounds
$2.75
Sunlight Flour, per sack
$2.50
$1.00
Meal, per 251b sack
45c
Post Toasties, 2 pkgs. for
45c
2
for
pkgs.
Flakes,
Eellogs Corn
$1.00
3 large Alton Oats for
$1.00
3 large National Oats for
$1.00
12
pounds for
Rice,
$1.00
Navy Beans, 12 pounds for
$1.00
Lima Beans, 9 pounds for

$13.00

Ranger Syrup, per gal
90c
R. C. Compound Syrup, per gal $1.25

80c
$1.75

Soap! Soap! Soap!

,

I
J

j
jj

1

Canned Fruits
Apples, per gal
55c
Pineapple, per gal
$1.10
Peaches, per gal.'
95c
Apricots, per gal.
..95c
Plums, per gal.
90c
Texas Blackberries, per gal
$1.20
Blackberries, solid pack,
$1.25
Pears, per gal.
$1.10
No. 2Y2 Tomatoes, per dozen..$2.00

per doz.
$1.60
Justice
per doz
$2.00
2 Standard Corn, per doz....$1.80

J
ji

No. 2 Tomatoes,
No. 2
No.

Corn,

Luxury Peaches, per can 40c
No. 1 White Lilly Peaches, can 25c
No. 2 Pineapple, sliced, per can 40c
No. 2Va

Lard
Pure Lard, per pound

20c

Large size Cottolene
Large size Compound

$1.75
$1.50

tailings Grocery
Com'paey, toe
Phones: 22 and 25

j

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
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January Clearance Sale

Two Big Weeks!

iTwo Big

Now Going On and Lasting Till January 22nd
We

are offering our entire stock of ladies' suits, coats, and dresses at

re-

r
markably low prices. In fact, our entire stock of ladies'
is thrown on the bargain counter at prices which, in many cases,
represent reductions' from 10 to 25 below actual cost to us.
ready-to-wea-

Ladies' Dresses

Ladies' Suits
One lot
Oncl ot
One lot
One lot
One lot

going at
going at

at
at
at

going
going
going

One lot Tricot ine and Serge Dresses going in
our Dig Clearance Sale at
$22.00

$15.00

..$25.00
$68.00

SILK AND SATIN DRESSES

.$70.00

-

Don't miss our special Clearance Sale bargains

These are exceptional values and represent big
savings for you.
OUTING GOWNS
$3.75 Values going at
$2.25 Values going at

lot
lot
lot
lot

$150 values, Clearance Sale price
$125 values, Clearance Sale price
$105 values, Clearance Sale price
$45 values, Clearance Sale price

One lot Children's Coats
One lot Junior Coats
One lot Ladies Coats

SALE ENDS
JANUARY 22nd

$1.95
$1.25

u

$85
$75
$69

SILK POPLIN DRESSES

Prices are cut to the limit on our Silk Poplin
$8.00
Dresses. One lot going at

$25

One lot of All Wool Serge

Skirts
$4.95 to $7.00

going at

Grisamore

GLOVE SPECIALS
Regular $4.75 Cloves going at

$3.25

BARGAINS IN HOSE
Ladies' Silk Hose, per pair

$1.00

Osborne

Sk

$3.50 and upt

BLOUSES
One lot of Georgette Blouses
$4.95
All other Blouses Greatly Reduced.
These represent only a few of the sacrifice bargains that you will find at our Big Clearance Sa'c.

SKIRTS

$6.00 and up
$12.00 and up
$10.00 and up

$18.00.

PETTICOATS
One lot Silk petticoats, jersey tops

KIMONAS
Don't miss our big selection of Kimonas, assorted
$1.49
-- colors, going at

Ladies' Coats
One
One
One
One

in Silk and Satin Dresses at

SALE ENDS
JANUARY 22nd

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

gentleman-farmehas ico, on the 16th day of December,
e
r
This
MULESHOE FARMER
high
grade
1920.
extra
of
bunch
big
a
CROP
HARVESTS BIG
All persons having claims against
Halstcin dairy cows, and poultry of
said estate are required to exhibit the
We believe that O. N. Robinson of all sorts galore.
'
No wonder O. N. Robinson is feel- same to the undersigned at his office
Mulcshoe is entitled to a place among
worrying
one in Melrose, New Mexico, for allowing a bit chesty and not
the immortals as a farmer.
While in Chvia on business Wed- particle about the high cost of living. ance, within twelve (12) months afnesday we buttonholed this
This is Riven :s an illustration of ter the t!r.te of this notice with neces
and got a car loud of fuels what tli) ftumers u this goodly sec- sary vouchers, or they will be forever
We piteh one or two of them out to tion of the world enn do when they precluded from sny benefit of said
m', brains with brawn.
estate; or, Raid claims may be filed
our readers.
with the clerk of said Probate Court.
Mr. Robinson has harvested better
Court.
than twelve thousand bushels of (train NOTICE TO CREDITORS
AND NOTICE OF APPOINTDated this 16th day of December,
this season twelve thousand bushels
MENT OF ADMINISTRATOR 1920.
i
of wheat, corn, kafir and other small
T. SMITH, Administrator.
grains. Well, that's some grain for
In the Probate Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
one farm to produce.
NOTICE OF SUIT
In the matter of the estate of A,
This same farmer harvested a dozIn the District Court, Fifth Judien or S3 tons of alfalfa on the side. Hammond, deceased. No. 333.
Not satisfied with this, Mr. Robinson
Notice is hereby given that Letters cial district, County of Curry, State
r.rown a bunch of the finest sort of Administration on the estate of A. of New Mexico.
Robert L. Davis, paintiff, vs. Lula
nf hogs, having at this writing about Hamond, deceased, was granted to
150 head in hit several pens.
the undersigned by the Probate Court E. Davit, defendant. No. 1698.
To Lula E. Davis, the defendant
That it not all of this story either. of Curry County, State of New Mex
above named.
You arc hereby notified that Robert L. Davit, the defendant above
named, on the 16th day of December
1920, filed in the District Clerk's
the District Court of the County of Curry, State of New Mexico, hit
verified complaint against you, and
by which complaint said Robert L.
Davit prays for a decree of absolute
divorce from you, said Lula E.
Davis, upon the grounds of abandonment.
And you, Lula E. Davis, are further
notified that unless you enter your
Appearance in said cause on or before
the 10th day of February, A. D. 1921,
judgment will be applied for in said
cause, and the relief prayed for in
said complaint will be granted.
That (he name of the plaintiff's
attorn y it W. H. Sullivan, whose post
oi f ice address is Melrose, New Mexico
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and the seal of said
The cracked cylindeiwbring it to us We will
Court, at Clovis, New Mexico, this
16th day of December, A. D. 1920,
WELD it so that it'is absolutely equal to what it was
W. C. ZERWER,
before the break.
District
County
Clerk
and
Our welding will not warp or injure it in any
Clerk.
perweld
cylinders
manner for we do know how to
1
tc
By Nell Hayes, Deputy.

When a fellow becomet convinced

self-sam-

stem-wind-

i
i

-

io

fectly.
Welding that is skilled, dependable work at
reasonable cost.

f

Admiral Welding Shop

SNAP SHOTS
(Dallas News)

If the truth could be discovered
probably it would be found thut the
Scotch-Irisfeud started with their
respective whiskies.
h

,

The old fashioned benu who was
always afraid of stepping on his
lady's train is now afraid she will
step on his neck.
Personally we are not acquainted
with Mr. Harding but we doubt if
is any prouder
tho President-Elec- t
th.n a bridc-clcc- t.
Eternal vigilance may be the price

of liberty, but the price of personal
liberty is about twenty

dollars

a

quart.
4
Sometime a man it so hard up for
something to boast of he will brag
on a wife who spends mere at a restaurant than she docs at the grocery
store.
Mr. Peavish says the only two New
Year resolutions Mrs. Peavish made
were to continue making a home for
him, and to continue making it hot.

It has just about gotten so in this
country that even the frying-size- s

Florsheim Shoes
Specially Priced
FLORSHEIM SHOES are
They

are hard boiled.

sell too well to need sacrificing.

Our idea of hurd luck is to be o
inconspicuous in a crowd you have
to blow your nose to attract attention.

Men who know Florsheim
quality will appreciate the
advantage of buying now.

Of course we have never traveled
much, but as far as we have been we
have never teen a Glee Club organized by married men.
Another reason why a woman gets
so much fun out of bathing her baby
it because it is so different from
washing the dishes.
Judge Gary, head of the United

State Steel

Cornoration.-th- e

greatest

business concern in the world, says
TEXAS WONDER
we nave a long periou oi wonucrim
for kidney and bladder troubles, grsv-1- , prosperity ahead of us. Bully. Let's
weak and lame back, theumatism eaten up v.un it.
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladd it in both men and women. If
PILLS
tot told by your druggist will be tent CHICHESTER
BBANB. A
j
One
1.25.
oy mail on receipt of
ldl.t
um tot wom neuuicvwy
mall bottle often cures. Send for
bolt. Mlcd villi Bit klbbo. V
t
Tali
worn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Yls'X,
Ath ft
4
I IIHANU PIMA lb lift
2926 Olive St., St. Louit, Mo. Sold
knows m bttl, KMMt, Alwi-- HelUt't
by druggists.
SOUBYDWSTSEVUY

$18.00 values, now
$15.00 and $16.00 values, now
$12.50 values, now

PHONE 429

SHOE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

S

Ski

$13.50
$12.50
$9.95

A. Wiedman

im

'

There's a heap of fun la jdltlaf
I
we" never havi

that he is a great man it is a sure country paper, but
sign that hit foot is beginning to slip, jtime to enjoy it.

t

j
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January::: clearance

SALE

January 7

Come to our January ClearanceSale. It will remind you of
old times. The prices and goods will please you. There
are many bargains not mentioned in this ad. The earlier
you come the more bargains you will find.

January 22

Children's Coats

See the Big Circular for Other Items

Ladies' Shoes

Opens
Friday

y

full run of sise and a
of colors to select from.
A

.-

$3.75

-

$9.00 Coats

..

Ladies' Coats

Ladies' Suits

.$4.50

$45.00 Suits

$22.50

$5.00

$55.00 Suits

$27.50

$10.00 Coats

..$6.25

$59.00 Suits

$29.50

$15.00 Coats

$7.50

$65.00 Suits

$32.50

$18.00 Coats

$9 00

$69.00 Suits

$34.50

$20.00 Coats

$10.00

$75.00 Suits

$37.50

$12.50 Coats

$25.00 Coats

.

$35.00 Coats

$12.50

$79.00 Suiti

$39.50

$17.50

$85.00 Suits

$42.50

$98.00 Suits
$125.00 Suits .

$62.50

Children's Serge

and Taffeta

$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$15.00
$12.50
$11.50

$6.25

$5.75

LADIES' DRESSES
One lot of Satin Dresses,
ues up to $59.00.

One lot 30c Brown Muslin, 38
inches

wide. .Sal. pric.

..15c

y2

SLAUGHTERED
One lot of $50.00 Coats with
Nutria and Australian Opossum collars. .25 Coats in the

atortment,

all sixes.

$19.95

Salo

$65.00 Coats

$32.50

$3.00 Mescaline, all colors $1.98

$79.00 Coats

.$39.50

lf

$3.00 Taffeta

$145.00 Coats

$72.50

$6.00 Charmeute, the best qual-

$159.00 Coats

$79.50

ity made, sale price

$175.00 Conts

$87.50

$3.50 Crepe de Chine ..$1.75

Sheeting

51c

Sheeting

59c
45c

40 inch Pillow Tubing

49c

50c Outings, extra heavy quality
5.

40c Outings, tight and dark col19c
ors
65c Bleach Canton, .36 inches
45c
wide,

Ladies' Blouses
Price

On. lot of Ginghams In pretty plaids, stripes and solid colors

Sale Price 18c

55c

$3 Sheets, exjra quality, $2.25

Sale price $17.50 to $62.50.
All Evening Dresses H Price.

Sale Price 39c
$1.00 Imported Ginghams In,
plaids and fin. baby checks, in
pink and blue and plain colors
to match.

Sale Price 75c

75c Feather Ticking

$8.00

$19.60
$17.50
$14.50
$12.50

..$7.50

$6.25
$4.00

Corsets Reduced
$16.50 Corsets
$10.00 Corsets
$9.00 Corsets
$8.00 & $7.50
$7.00 Corsets
$6.00 & $6.50
$5.00 Corsets
$4.00 & $4.50
$3.00 & $3.50

$12.50
$7.95
$7.25
Corsets . $6.35
$5.65
$5.00
Corsets
$4.00
$3.50
Corsets
$2.50
Corsets

...

Hosiery Reduc'd
$3.50 Silk
$2.50. Silk
$2.00 Silk
$1.50 Silk
$1.25 Silk
85c Fibre

Hose
Hose
Hose .
Hone . .
Hose

..

Hose..

$2.85

$1.98
$1.65
$1.25
$1 00

..50c

One lot of Girls' and Boys'
Hose, sizes 6 to II, price 35c
20 Discount on all the regular hose stock.

45c

Brassieres Reduced
..$3.85
$5.00 Brassieres
$3.65
$4.50 Brassieres
$2.75
$3.50 Brassieres
$2.50 & $3.00 Brassieres, $1.98
$1.48
$2.00 Brassieres
85c
$1.00 Brassieres
65c
85c Brassieres

On. lot of

75c French Ginghams

Ladies Winter Under-

wear Sacrificed
$3.50 and $3.75 Unions. $2.48
$2.50 and $3.00 Unions . $1.98
j Off on all Wool Union Suits

LADIES'
KID GLOVES
20', Discount
This means long Gloves, short
Cloves, all colors and t'le new
driving glows, all go at

iUVl

20', Discount

98c

45c Cheviot

$2.50 Corduroy

$1.98

$2.00 Silk Velvet

$1.69

45c Percale, 36 inrhes wide, extra good quality, pretty assortment of polkadots in all sixes
and colors
25c

SWEATERS
Price

All Unionalls

SLAUGHTERED

Sal. Pric.

$4.00 Serges and Ottoman
$2.98
$3.75 Serge

$11.00 and $10.00 Shoes, Louis
heels and military heels, blacks
and browns

Sale Price $7.45
25
Discount on all the Big
Misses' School Shoes and Ladies
Comfort Shoes

OFF

Men's Shoes
30

SLAUGHTERED

Discount

Man's Dr.ss Sho.s and Work
Shoes all go at

$5.00

$6.50 and 7.50 Plaids and solid
color Wool Goods. Pric. $4.50
$5.00 and $5.50 Serges and Ottomans
..$3.48

Sale Price $9.85

On. lot of shoes on Bargain
Table at $2.98.

BOYS' PANTS

$8.50 and 9.00 Coatings, Duvet
d. Lain., and plaids.

$13.50 nd $12.50 Shoes, with
Louis heels and military heels,
blacks and browns

$4.98 Bargain Table has medi-uheels and Louis heeU, greys,
browns and blacks, a good assortment;

OFF

yA

Wool Goods

25

OFF

MEN'S PANTS
Work and dress stylet all go at

30

Boys' Shoes

Discount

$2.75

25

$1.98

Bargains in Short Lengths.

MEN'S AND BOYS'

Blankets and Comforts

Our entir. stock of sweaters
go. in th. sal at
1--

$18.50 Blankets

$12.35

$16.50 Blankets

$11.00

$15.00 Blankets

$10.00

$12.50 Blankets

$9.00

$10.00 Blankets

$7.35

$8.50 Blankets

$5.95

$6.50 Blankets

$4.35

$4.50 Blankets

$3.00

$9.50 Comforts

$6.75

$7.85 Comforts

$5.75

$7.00 Comforts

$5.00

of colors

to select from.
$18.50, Sweaters
$15.00 Sweaters
$12.50 Sweaters
$11.00 Sweaters
$10.00 Sweaters
$9.00 Sweaton
$6.00 Sweaters

at.. $2.25

Boys' Overalls

Greatly Reduced

Shirting

A good assortment

Heavy Grade

$16.50, $15.00, $14.00 Shoes,
with Louis heels and military
heels.

OFF

SWEATERS

Sale Price 25c

LADIES

Headlight Overalls

$4.50 Costume Velvet ..$2.98

58c

y2

.

$2.00 Silk Poplin

$2.50 It $3.00 Serges

60c Bleach Canton, extra good
40c
grade
60c Brown Canton, extra heavy
35c
quality

$1.75
59c

$3.50

wonderful assortment of
Blouses in suit colors and a few
white and flesh Blouses.
Blouses
Blouses
Blouses
Blouses
Blouses
Blouses
Blouses

$4.39

Poplin

,

Imperial Chambray and Devonshire plaids, form.rly pried
65c and 75c.

A

$39.00
$35.00
$29.00
$25.00
$15.00
$12.50

$1.98

$12.50 Chiffon Velvet.. $7.95

Sale Price 25c

25a

We have a wonderful assort-

ment of Afternoon and Street
Dresses in Cloth, Satin, Satin
and Lace, Kitten's ear Crepe
and Velvet. Regular prices on
these Dresses $35.00 to $125.00

Cut Overalls at $1.75

$5.00 Tub Silk Shirting.. $1.98

.

Sale Price $10.95

Union Made Standard

$67.50

Ginghams

Price

Londres ..$2.98

$62.50

65c Cambric, finest qual...35c

Mus-

36 inch Pillow Tubing
One-Ha-

do.

$135.00 Coats

60c Nainsook, 36 In. wide, 35c

10 4 Brown

$4.50 Gros

Silk

Our entire stock of Ties goes
sal. at

in the

y2

$20.00, $19.00, $18.50 and
$17.50 Shoes with Louis heels
and military heela, black and
brown, in th. newest lasts

Sale Price $12.95

Price

$2.48

Price

$125.00 Coats

50c GinghansSf wonderful assortment of rich plaids, neat
checks, nurse's stripes and solid
colors.

Extra fine quality Brown
lin, for Aprons

9 4 Brown Sheeting

val-

$3.75 Portia Satin, a wonderful
quality, a good range of colors,

Sale Price

25c

40c Bleach Muslin

9 4 Bleach

$14.45 SPECIALS

The rest of the Dresses
Price.

Price and Less

85c

One lot of 36 inch Bleach Mus10c
lin, Sale price

$12.50
$11.25
$10.00
$7.50

Meji's Ties

Silks

$3.50 Georgette

Extra Specials

Price

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

Y2

Muslins

Dresses
y2

Saturday

Greatly Reduced

Price

good asortment

$7.50 Coats

Closes

$9:25

.$7.50
$6.25
$5.50
$5.00
$4. 50
$3.00

Men's Hose
$2.00 and $1.75 Silk Sox $1.25
One lot of black and tan sox

Sale Price 15c

OFF

Men's Gloves
25

OFF

3

A few Vests and Moleskin Coats
1--

25

OFF

3

MACKINAWS
1--

Children's Shoes

OFF

3

OFF

Men's and Boys' Caps

30'; OFF

WORK SHIRTS
One lot of Work Shirts
$2.00 Shirts
$1.75 Shirts ..."

98c
$1.50
$1.25

Men's and Boys'
Underwear

25'

OFF

BOYS' SUITS
Price

y2

Men's Suits
13 OFF

SKIRTS

Ladies' Outing Gowns

Flyer assortment of plaid skirts'
smart and serviceable.

Sale Price $9.95
All the rest of the skirt stock
goes in the sale at

y2

Price

y2

And Leather Coats

Price

y2

of Carlsbad and Brighton Sleeping Garments are sacrificed in this sale
A good assortment

$4.50
$4.00
$3.75
$3.50

Gowns
Gowns
Gowns

Gowns

MEN'S OVERCOATS

$2.25
$2.00
$1.88
$1.75

Price

Leather Palm Gloves
35c a Pair

PS

$80.00
$75.00
$70.00
$65.00
$60.00
$55.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.50

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits ..
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$53,35
$50.00
$46.65'
$43.35
$40.00
$36.67
$30.00
$26.67
$21.67

One lot Men's All Wool Suits
go in this sale at
i Price

,

Second Section

Second Section
Official

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 14, NUMBER 29.

lie

being made for the payment of the
g
bonus of practically
$9,000,000.
profit-sharin-
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DECLARES

DEAR, DEAR! SWIFT & CO.
SALES ONLY ONE BILLION

Brat

FOR ROBBERY WHICH
NETS HIM ONLY 19c

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 11. t beginning of industrial revival here wai
noted the last week in a survey of
conditions by G. W. Grant, secretary
of the Employe' association. Ap
proximately 5,000 men have been put
back to work and Indications are that
a gradual improvement will continue
until the'automobile industry returns
to normal, Mr. G.ant suid. He added
that the manufacturers generally expected the end of the slurtp in retail business to follow the annual automobile shows.
Although some of the large factor-itincluding the Ford and Dodge
plants, are lotcd and no definite
ihite sut for their reopening, there
ur: indications, he said, that the inactivity may not be extended.
Numerous other facto) ics are maintaining skeleton forces to which men
are slowly. being added. The Liberty
sev-rMotor Company loduy announced
be
would
hundred men additional
taken on January 17, while unofficial
ronort was that the Continental Mo
tors nlunt would partially reopen

New York, Jan. 11. The Nation
has recovered its financial sanity and
net
robbery
A
Mo.
Kansas City.
is not troubled so much with either
ting him 19c cost Albert R. Patters,
extreme of pessimism or optimism,
I J
nJ
;aaM
i
auiicgii
years
4
bviuuiiuo ui
uiu,
said W. P. C. Harding, governor of
when
Penitentiary
years in the State
the Federal Reserve Board, in an adhe pleaded guilty in Criminal Court
dress published here today.
here today. Patters participated in
Governor Harding sqid that any
robbing a grocery store.
danger of a general collapse has passed, and that the worst is undoubtedly
WOMAN'S CLUB
over.
Mrs. W. W. Nichols was hostess to
"The country generally has recov
U
nftprnnnn. ered its normal state," he said. "We
kill.-- u!nmnV
l U (. O Pink Tuotiluv
wvvuh,
was are no longer afraid. We are not in- The study for the afternoon
Mrs. H. O. Robinson,1 dnlirinir in the old idea of extrava
"Education."
as leader, gave a beautiful as well as gance, living beyond our means. Nor
instructive talk on this subject. Thej are we troubled so much with that
club voted to order ten volumes of. other extreme
of
The World Books for their library. where people get down in the dumps
The next meeting will be January and they cannot see any daylight, can
25th with Mi's. R. S. Martin.
not see any hope, see nothing but
gloom and darkness."
WHY SEND YOUR STARTERS
Governor Harding said there were
AND GENERATORS AWAY? signs
that the extreme depresion
which has occurred in some induS'
When the Williams boys can repair tries is nearing the end.
them? If your automible has a mo
"The industrial and economic fu
tor and four wheels we can make it ture of the country," he added, de
run.
ponds now more than anything else
We recharge any make of battery. perhaps, upon our foreign trade.
Sell you a new one, or repair your
We promise nothing imold one.
A GOOD SUBSTITUTE
possible.
Small Boy Pa, what is sympathy?
ELECTRIC FILLING STATION
PaMy son. sympathy is what you
Clovls, N. M.
Phone 04
give to a person when you don't want
to lend him any money.
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
.

s,

al

Th.. rwulirp nlant. it is said, is held
ready to resume within a wcck,
should it be decided to reopen. While
a notice at the Ford plunt says it will
not reopen this month, there are reports that the suspension may not be
for Iohb a time.
At the Ford plant preparations are

IT.

S. Land Office
$2.00 PER YEAR

FT. STOCKTON,

TEXAS,

Chicago, Ills. Surplus earnings
of previous years made possible 8
per cent dividends, amounting to
$12,000,000, although sales fell off
during the year 1920, according to
the annual statement of Swift & Co.,
announced at the annual meeting of
shareholders recently. During the
year $5,170,382.45 were added to the
company's surplus and an increase of
estate and im$6,000,000 in
provements were shown.
"Our sales during the past year
were over $1,100,000,000," Louis F.
Swift, president of the company, told
the shareholders. This represents a
reduction from the previous year, but
this was to be expected because of
the fall in values and the smaller
volume of live stock products. You
all know what a readjustment of val
ues means. We can be thankful that
we are not likely to have to go
through this aguin during the life
time of those prlsent."
RECORDS.

MARRIAGE

CENTER

OF OIL

Fort Stockton, Texas, Jan. 11.
Texas' newest oil boom is on in full
here as the result of the bringing in
Wednesday of the Turney Well No.
Oil Corporation,
10 of the Grant
which found the sand at a depth of
ninety-si- x
fuet and made 230 barrels
of heavy crude during its first hour's
flow.
The town is crowded with oil men,
lease speculators and the general run
of rainbow chasers, who are flocking
here in steadily increasing numbers
from practically every section of the
country.
The telegraph office has trebled
its force to take enre of the new rush
of business.
Although the first reports of the
L.i n.nif
mi.titil.it
itrnll nt'Avrul i u
inn nt
iii- ii nvii
vwiii i n vm'I!
vt urn
nuiiu
be exaggerated, the majority or the
oil men who have come here to in
sped the well consider its perform
mice remarkable.

Marrluge license was issued to Dan
Sullivan of Claud and Eva Ray of
Grady on Junuury 8th.
Albert Long and Effie Hines were
Albert Long and Effie Hines, both
of Clovis, were granted mnrriago 11
cense Saturday.
Bandits have robbed Francisco
Villa of 200 head of horses. Villa is
indignant and asks protection from
marauding bunds.

of women have been snapping
Finds many of our stocks well sold out, because already scores
for early spring wear. The prices now in effect
for practical cotton materials to make up
and white goods as well as
will encourage many to choose plenty of ginghams, percales
house dresses and linderthings at this time.
ready-mad- e

1

16c
19c
16c
W
25c

L0NGCL0TH
45c value,

now

--

iff"

CVlOOf'

28c

tt

ShMting
PILLOW TUBING
42 in. Tubing, Sale Price 39c

COLORED NAINSOOK
ailU IUI vaiuco, uvn viv

$3.00
$2.75
$2.25
$1.75

DOC

Jmmff

SHEETS
Sheets, 81x90, special$1.98
Sheets, 72x90, special. .$1.98
and $2.50 Sheets, 72x90 $1.59
Sheets, 72x90, special-.$1.0- 0

A Worthwhile Sale of Huck and
Turkish Towels
39c
55c Towels, per pair
pair..49c
per
65c and 75c Towels
59c
85c Towels, per pair
69c
$1.00 Towels, per pair
89c
$1.25 Towels, per pair
98c
$1.50 Towels, per pair

nt

W.

I.

Travel.

0

u

Ladies' Velastic Unions
$1.39
$3.50 Values, now
Misses Fleeced Unions
$1.25
Values to $2.50
Unions
Misses Ribbed
$1.00
Values to $2.25

i

and Dresses
EVERY ONE IS
AN UNPARALLELED VALUE
AT ITS LOW

JANUARY
MARKING

!

AND

MODISH

ALTOGETHER
CHARMING
ARE THE GAR
MENTS WHICH

ft

FIGURE IN OUR JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE.
Regardless of former prices or of quality these
garments now sell at

Men's Union Suits
$2.50
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$7.50

$1.59
Values, now
and $3.50 Values $1.98
and $4.50 Values $2.98
$3.48
Values, now
$4.39
Values, now
. $5.00
Values, now

HALF PRICE
CHILDREN'S COATS AND DRESSES
Also Reduced to

HALF PRICE

bie..-19-

c
White.
stand,
Checks,
and
Stripes
5
2DC
ard, per yard

PILLOW CASES
50c and 55c Pillow Cases,
65c Pillow Cases, now

now-2-

9c

39c

MSN'S HOLEPROOF HOSE
43c
50c values, now
j
59c
75c values, now
75c
$1.00 values, now
$1.25 to $1.75 Silk Hose, now $1.00

CHILDREN'S HOSE
35c and 40c Hose, now
50c and 55c Hose, now
60c and 65c Hose, now

29c
39c
45c

LADIES' HOSIERY REDUCED
ONE-THIR-

Men's

two-piec- e

$1.00

per Garment

Men's Clothing Reduced
ONE LOT MEN'S SUITS
Values $25.00 to $60.00 now selling at

HALF PRICE

Fleeced Unions 30 to 34 $1.59
Fleeced Unions 20 to 28 $1.10
Hannes Ribbed Unions
$1.39
30 to 34
Hannes Ribbed Unions
20 to 28
One lot Boys' Ribbed Unions
49c
Values to $2.00, now.

OFF
OFF
SUITS
BOYS'
OF
ENTIRE STOCK
MEN'S AND BOYS' OVERCOATS

TRUNKS AND SUIT
OFF
CASES

Full Line of Dress Shirts

$1-1-

ONE LOT OF MEN'S

SUITS

BLANKETS AND COMFORTS REDUCED

1-- 3

1--

3

0

HALF PRICE

OFF

ONE-THIR-

LUIKAKT & COMPANY
'

Underwear

Boys' Union Suits

.

TOWELS

of the former.
Subject Mediterranean
Leader Mts. Manson.

PERCALE

Standard quality, per yd 25c
Polkadot Percales, yd.29c
85c Madras Shirting at. -- 48c
vOtton vacuus, poi jwu aw

SHEETING
Bleached Sheeting-6- 9c
94 Bleached Sheeting59c
A3C
A

25c
29c
59c
68c
79c

75c Ginghams
85c Ginghams
$1.00 Ginghams

10 4
,A

Underwear

Ginghams
Standard Ginghams
ToileduNor- d-

Mis. J. T. Miller und Mrs. Walter
Mnyes were hostesses to the Progress
Club Tuesday afternoon at the home

Wi

M

jjp.

PROGRESS CLUB

Coats, Suits

January Clearance and Removal Sale

DOMESTICS
23c and 28c Unbleached
30c and 35c Unbleached
35c and 38c Bleached- 40c Bleached
60c Bleached

The Clovis Building and Loan Aim
sociation haa elected the following
officers and directors for the coming
year:
President Dr. H. A. Miller.
Vice President W. I. Luikart.
W. H. Duckworth.
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer C. A.
Scheurich.
Directors Df. H. A. Miller, W. I.
Luikart, W. H. Duckworth, C. A.
Scheurich, A. Mandell, G. W. Singleton, S. A. Jones, Bert Curless, and
Jno. O. Pritchard.

Interesting facts about
Roll Cull
countries under discussion.
Present Dny Egypt.
Pulestine Today.
METHODIST CHURCH
Greece.
Italy.
At the Methodist Church, Sunday,
The club will meet with Mrs. Mc
Januury 16, 1921.
Cullough January 25th.
Don't forget the Sunduy school at
9:45 a. m. There's room for one
more,
Regular Communication,
Preaching by the pastor morning
A. F. A A. M.
7
11
m.
p.
m
and
evening,
a.
and
Next TuUy Night
Senior League, 6:00 p. m.
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
Come to the Friendly Church.
R. D. Freeman, Pastor.

THE SECOND WEEK OF OUR

White Goods

CLOVIS BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION SELECTS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

FI1IBEIS

MAN GETS 15 YEARS

Paner of

1-- 3

ALL WOOL SHIRTS REDUCED
$2.00 Work Shirts, now
$1.50 Work Shirts, now

.

-

--

$1.50
$1.25

BEST GRADE OVERALLS $1.75 and $2.00

r

-

H
I I
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COULDN'T RAISE

We Are Experts

4--

RANCHVALE NEWS

HAND TO FACE

4

MAN WAS IN BAD
Mrs. Ross Cherry has been sick for
SHAPE FOR FOUR YEARSS BE- two
weeks. Mrs. John Bell is her
BEGAN
FORE HE
TAKING
nurse.
TANLAC.
Friends here of Jack Graves are
"It seems almost too good to be sorry to learn of his serious illness.
true that my troubles are at last ail
Miss Lulu Mitchell who has spent
over, and I'll tell the world that Tan-la- c
the
last sixty days in Clovis is at
put
me
is what has
back on my
OAKLAND

In Our Line

feet," said Hurry Mead, 549 29th St.,
Oukland, California.
"For four years I suffered so badly
that I could hardly eat anything and
what little I did eat bloated me up
tight as a drum and kept me in misery for hours. I had rheumatism in
my legs so bad I could hardly walk,
and my shoulders were so racked with
pain I could scarcely raise my arms.
My whale right side finally got to
bad I couldn't move and for five
baby
months I was aa helpless aa
and I only got to work four days during nine months. This attack left me
in such a bad fix I could scarcely
move around, and I was so nervous
and restless I hardly knew what sleep
AH claims have been settled satisfactory in our 13
was.
"Well, when I rot Tanlac things
years of Writing Insurances.
began to brighten up in a hurry. I
haven't felt a trace of my rheumatism in several months now and am
working every day. My stomach
trouble is entirely gone, I have a
splendid appetite, have gained several
pounds in weight, sleep like a log
every night and feel as well and
stron as I ever did in my life."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by City
gize for the manner in which we dis- Drug Co., in Toxica by Red Cross
HOW IT WAS CORRECTED.
graced the beautiful wtddjng last Pharmacy and in Melrose- - by Irwin
(Advertisement.)
A certain editor of a country week. Through an error of the type- & Pool.
newspaper in Kansas wa asked to setter we were made to say 'the rosea
A former soldier, a member ofthe
leave the community aa the result of were punk. What we wanted to say A. E. F., of Chattanooga, coughed up
a typographical error in his report of was that 'the noses were pink.'
a bullet which had been fired into
Philadelphia Bulletin.
his lunga in an engagement in the
the wedding; of the Mayor's daughter.
Army physicians feared an
After exaustlng his supply of big
Fourty-- f our per cent of the net cost Argonne.
words about the "blushing bride" he of the war, excluding foreign loans, operation would be fatal and had refused to remove it.
aid: The large, elaborate boquets has ben paid to date.
of roses were punk." The mayor deLos Angeles is building a hotel
It isn't the high cost of living that
manded a correction and apology in
next week's issue, all of which the keeps people broke. It ia the high where it will be possible to feed four
was glad to promise. The next cost of making an impression on the thousand persona at one time.

Liability
Hail
Explosion
Fire
Civil Commotion
Storm
Rent, Plate Glass
Drouth
Live Stock and all kinds of Insurance on Property or Crops

The Scheurich Agency

editor
issue contained:

"We wish to apolo

neighbors.

i Z
Not a Headache
Just Cleaning with a Broom
But even then, things aren't
really clean. For the grit in the
rugs stays there, the dust in the
upholstery goes deeper, the gray
film on the walls gets thicker.

w

axjenue

VACUUM

f

Cl

ANE&

A Torrington Electric Vacuum
Cleaner will change all this. For
cleaning with a Torrington is clean
n
cleaning. It gets up all the
dirt. It never raises dust.
deep-dow-

When the lion eata grass like an ox
And the fishing worm swallows a
whale:
When the terrapings knit woolen sox
And the hare is outrun by the snail:
When the serpent walk upright like
men;
And the doodle bugs travels like
frogs
When torn cats swim in the air,
And elephants roost on trees,
When insects in summer are rare
And snuff never makes people
sneeze;
When the fish creep over dry land
And mules on velocipedes ride,
When foxes lay eggs on the sand
And womn in dress take no pride.
When Dutchmen drink no lager beer,
And girls get to preaching on time,
When billy goats butt from the r?ar
And treason no longer is crime.
When the humming birds bray like
an ass,
And limbcrger smells like cologne,
When plow shares are made out of
glass
And the hearts of true New Mexi- -'
cans are stone,
When idee grow in Republican's
minds
And wool on the hydraulic ram,
Then the Democratic party will be
dead
And the country won't be worth a

full-tufte-

Real Service!

W. I. Miles Furniture Co.
1

door west of Cotter Hotel.

Phone 344 F3

I HAVE A

MRS. HOUSEWIFE:

J

During those times of uncertain weather, unsettled conditions and high wages, wc conic to your
rescue and remove the most troublesome day of the
week from your calendar washday.

!

home.

Last week fourteen friends gathered at the home of Mr. Matthew
We handle the family washing with the same
and gathered his corn. Mr. Matcare
that we devote to laundrying fine silks, and
thews says "if anyone knows how to
you can absolutely rely on us. Now, doesn't it apappreciate his friends I believe I do."
peal to you?
We know anyone has friends who
Mr.
lives as
Matthew has.
Call on us.
Clarence White and his four sister
have moved Into this district to be
nearer school.
Florine Rolloman and Sam Groves
enrolled in high school and James'
Holloman in seventh grade on Mon
day. We haven't any more seats but
it won't take long to set up fifty.
What about enrolling with us?
PHONE 48
The trustees from Perryton, Texas,
and the two architects from Amarillo
who planned our school building, visited us Monday afternoon.
After
and act hint
oil of thy salvation,
SOME PRAYER
having gone over our building they
afire."
decided to build one of their new
A celebrated revivalist came to adbuildings like ours except they will
One hundred thousand of the
have a besemcnt and furnace for dress his flock, and before he began
deaths occurring in the Unitheating the building.
Their other to speak, the pastor said:
"Brother
building they'll have constructed on Jones, before you begin this discourse ed States annually could easily be
the plan of the new school building in
there are some powerful bad negroes prevented by tho application of availClovis.
able medical knowledge.
Remember our open literary session in this congregation and I want to
pray for you," which he did in this
next Friday night.
There are thousands of child
Another new basketball court. We fashion:
add'ets in New York according
have lots of nice things in our school.
"0 Lord, give Brother Jonc the to the New York State Narcotic ConCome over and see us.
eye of the eagle that he may see sin trol Commission.
Where the parent
Biacktower came Friday afternoon
from afar, and glue his ear to the are addicts the children living with
for a ball game. We won the game
gospel telephone, and connect him them are almost sure to be addicts,
but their players, though smaller,
with the central skies.
Illuminate too.
than ours, are all right. Come back
hi brow with
brightness that will
to see us.
In Salt Lake City Is a $40,000 monmake the fires of hcl look like a talMary Maness, one of our interlow candle.
Nail his hands to the ument built' in honor of sea gulls.
mediate pupils, was operated on last
gospel plough, and bow his head to When Mormons first settled in Utah
Thursday for appendicitis at the Bapsome lonesome valley where prayer sea gulls destroyed tne locust which
tist hospital in Clovis by Drs. Dillon
Is much wanted to be said, and
endangered the crop and the monuand Miller. Reported she is doing
him all over with the kerosene ment was erected in their memory.
fine; will soon be back with us,
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY,
Mrs. C. A. Freeman is ill at present
WHEN IT WILL DIE
confined to her room.

Mesenger Boy.

Pay us a visit today and see how
Torrington, with its
revolv
ing, carpet-sweepbrush and
powerful suction, changes cleaning
to a few minutes' play each day.

J 16 W. Otero,

Appeal to You ?
44 Doesn't It
1

!

Tlio Clovis Steam Laundry

r.sr-cot- ic

nt

HIS SCANDALOUS STATE
A young fellow who was the crack
sprinter of hi
in
the South was unfortunate to have a '
very dilatory laundress. One evening
when he was out for a practice run
in his rather airy and abbreviated
track costume, he chanced to dash
past the house of that dusky lady,
who at (he time was a couple of
weeks in arrears with his washing. '
H" had scarcely reached homcngain
when the bell rang furiously and an
excited voice wa waftcr in from the
porch :
"Foh de Lawd's sake, won't youall
toll Mante Bob please not to go out
no moh till I can get his elo'cs round
to him?"

'Wk

town-iomew- hcre

If you expect

'

V

AVAIV1

to make a farm loan this year,

Union Mortgage Co.
T

T

In Using Long Distance
In placing a call to a distant point thought should be taken of
the convenience of the person called, and of others who wish to
use the line.
It isn't a kind act to place a long distance call and then leave
your telephone before connection is made with the distant person.
For instance, you place, a call for a busy man in Busyville. Then
you leave your office. Meanwhile the Busyville man is called, he
answers, the operator rings your telephone and there is no response, or she is told you have stepped out. It is not only annoying to the person called, but others who are waiting have been delayed in securing the circuit.
If yon MUST leave your telephone before the call has been
completed, please notify "Long Distance'! a twhat telephone you
can he called. This will prevent inconvenience to the person called and will conserve the use of
facilities.
Each subscriber is an essential factor in good telephone service, and wc will greatly appreciate during this year, as in the past,
your doing your part in the use of your telephone, and your friendly attitude towards our efforts to make the service the best
long-distan-

We

are now feeding more
people than at any time
e
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
thing to eat

j.os-lib- le

Hamilton-Beec- h

Carpet

Washer

TO WASH YOUR CAEPETS

OPEN ALL NIGHT

I

wash them on the floor and it is thoroughly
done, and you will be plased with the work.

I thank the ladies of Clods for their patronage,
and I am going to try to please them.
Bugs and carpets cleaned for neighboring towns

if brought to

We have adopted
icy of keeping

new

By the

Wa-y-

pol-

our restaurant

open all night This will giv
the wheat haulers
chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

Are you" taking advantage of our reduced Evening and Night
Rates? Between 8:30 p. m. and midnight,
n
calls
that is, calls for numbers only and not for a particular person-- are
F
the day rate. Between midnight and 4:30 a. m
such calls are
the day rate.
station-to-statio-

ONE-HAL-

ONE-FOURT-

H

TRY THESE RATES ON YOUR TELEPHONE

Clovis.

HARRY SAGER
Leave Orders

tt City Drug Co. No.

1

Ogg&Boss Cafe
Open AH Night

The Mountain States Telephone and
Telephone Company.

t

I

better get the money now, as no one knows what
conditions will be later. We can iisa n fW
loans on improved land. List your farms and city
property with us if yo uwant to sell it.

I

I

A
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methods and meant of perfecting the
work.

RICE, THE

PLUMB
Ten Year's Experience At Plumbing of All Kindi

Jobbing A Specialty

"FOR THE RIGHT PRICE SEE RICE"
REASONABLE PRICES
320 North

Una

WORK GUARANTEED

PHONE 435
CLOVIS,

.

N. M.

The New York Bankon Asoocia- tion ia doing a big work of
with the stale college of agriculture far boys a: d girlo. The live
stock prises awarded rcwly were
otf.blu and a tr.buto t tlu men who
gave them.
irivc.i by ClittS. H.
Sr.bicn Prize
S:tbien, Prudent of tho Guaranty
Trust Compnny.
Prince Alc:irtn Segis ono ci the
best bred animals in the Holstein
breed.
Smythe Prize givan by Benjamin
E. Smythe.
'Holstein calve
Three pure-bre- d
Runkler prize
won bv individuals
given by Delmar Kunkler, President
People's National Bunk of Hoosick
Falls.
Pure bred Berkshire boav and two
gilts won by individuals. Meade
prize offered by Mr. D. Irving Meade
President of Bankers Association.
Pure-breShropshire ram and two
ewes won by individuals who did not
receive prizes at the State Fair but
who had done exceptional club work
Turner Prize given by Mrs. S. G
Hathaway Turner, wife of the vice
president of the association.
White Leghorn
13 standard-brepullets and 2 cockerels "to the girl
on the farm who does the most sue
cesaful canning, clothing or other
project work.
The Bunker Farmer,

V

p,

ax rayers
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The man who waits for building material-demanto slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

There is profit in building. Otherwise
8
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

The 1920 tax books are now
in my hands and taxes for the
past year can be paid.

home-makin- g

STANDARD BREEDS OF FOWLS
Toullry Keeper Should Select Breed
Best Adaoled to Hit! purpose
and Locality.

Leaving out of consideration the
breeds kent as novelties, all the
is our earnest advise; that you build now
standard American breeds of fowls
have been made and developed on the
come to us for your estimates.
you
that
general principle of practical quality
tf thy foundation of breed charade
In harVnony with this
and value.
principle, the common classification
Clovis, New Mexico
Telephone 23
of breeds according to their places
.
the general scheme of poultry pro
duction divides them into throe prin
ciple classes: laying breeds, meat
breeds and general purpose breeds
that is, breeds that ere not as ready
and persistent egg producers as th
THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
luying breeds and not as meaty and
easy to fatten as the meat breeds, yet
Surplus $27,500
combine in one individual fowl very
Capital $50,000
good laying capacity with very good
table quality.
"The Bank That Accomodates"
The Leghorn, Minorca, And:'.lusian
Ancona and Campine tre well known
breeds of the laying clasi, the Brah
ma, Dorking and Cornish of the meat
they have been so enthusiastic that class; the Plymohth Rock. Wyandotte,
one teachur has supplies ahead for Rhode Island Red, and Orpington of
None of the schedule the general purpose clr.to.
the work.
time is taken from the program. The
The breeds of the laying class, with
"kettle is put on" before the opening the exception of the Minorca, are
f
school, given attention at recess atively small, very energetic and live- .nd served at noon.
ily, mature early, and arc easily kept
By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
in good laying condition. The Min- County Club Leader
The Priscilla Club of Ronchvale orca if of largee size and modified
met in their club room Friday after- - somewhat in the other particulars
'mentioned, yet has more the
g
The achievement seals for the char- noon to discuss ways and means of
their new home. Professor ter of the loylng class than of any
ters have been mailed cut to the local leaders. If there was any stand- Freeman has given the girls the room other.
In the meat breeds there is not the
ard club that did not receive the seal south of the entrance and with their
for this year please write into the tewing machines for a beginning they 'tame uniformity of type that is found
r.re planning on tome very inviting ii the laying bre-d- s.
The three mencounty leader.
quarters.
tioned dfffcr decidedly. The Brahma
is most popular because it Is at the
The cup was presented to the
The first and second prizes for the name time tho largest and, most rug-group the afternoon of the fifth.
That community has every reason to pig club boys came in this week and fed in constitution. The Dorking
been sent out to the winners as cells in quality of meet, but is
be proud of the work they have comernlly considered somewhat lacking
pleted this year and there will more
1st prize Copies of "Hogology" in hcrdiness.
The Cornish is rather
than likely be an even larger project
Moye. hard moated but, being very short
enrollment for next year. Twenty- were sent to Travie Stricklin,
2nd prize Copiet of ' Pigs, Pa- - feathered, has its tpceinl place as
one from Mist Gallagher's room have
fowl in souther- already expressed a desire to line up triotism and Profit" were mailed to large
- y sections whorethe more fteavity
McDowGuy
Grady;
Carter,
Eukleid
with the work.
Miss Wingo will be the girl's leader ell, Bellview; and Bertram Kempf, feathered Brahma docs not stand the
Moye.
turner well.
until school closes.
The silver Eversharp pencil wasl Among the popular breeds of the
The Grady team has completed won by Norvol Tate, Ranchvale for general purpose etas there arc also
differences in type, odnpting breeds
preparations for the Denver trip. They the Grand Champion Poland China.
All the above prizes were given by to different uses.
The Plymouth
practiced at the home of Anna GamPublishing Co.
,
jRock is generally regarded as the
ble Wednc iday evening and gave their the Doty
,type meeting the widest range of redemonstration in Miss Crawford's
explaining
the quirementa in the general purpose
The bulletins
room Thursday morning of last week.
Rug Dc'i! Seed Tester are in the office class.
The Wayndotte is a little smaller
The hot lunch project Is being now. Those interested, please write
and earlier maturing, but still very
quite successfully worked out at in for your copy.
veil meated and easy to fatten.
Grady. Mrs. Thomas has served to
The hot lunch instructions and rec- Such a list of breeds affords so
her room five times. Mrs. Craw
to Mrs. Greer, wide a range of choice that poultry
mr.ilcd
out
ords
were
each
four
Thomas
Miss
ford and
times, Miss Carmen three times and Shiloh, Miss Wingo, Bellview; and keepers can always select a standard
Mas. Crawford, Grady.
breed bettor adapted to their locality
the high school twice.
schools
other
cither
aro
there
and their purpose than any
If
is
for
each
$ The plan used there
room to serve independently or the servlng or contemplating doir.g sc, ard stock they can procure, say poul
rest of thr school. The teacher su- we would be glad to hear from them, try specialists of the United States
The woik is yet In an experimental Denartment of Agriculture. A flock
pervises the work and selects a com,
mittee to assist with the serving. stf ge and. car'.-- hi'.s an opportunity to of standard bred fowls will have the
experiences, further advantage of reproducing
his
from
contribute
food
and
the
contribute
pupils
The
true to type.

It

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

Boys' and Girls' i
Club Corner

rel-o-

t

charac-fumishln-

j

Bell-vie-

s:

i

MORGAN

cJo

Tax Collector Curry County
New Mexico
n 1914 by a Calif omian who reached
incnes.
six feet seven
In 1913 the tremendous height of five
..iA:.J
wu aivmneu
anaI 11inree quarter n-e-i L ...
for the standing high jump, though in
1892 a man reached six feet , with

(

weights at this jump.
As regards the long jump, without
weights, the record twenty-fou- r
feet
inches, was
eleven and
made in 1901, and it has now stood
for nearly twenty years.
The longest jump backwards, with
weights, is twelve feet and eleven
inches, and the holder of this record
also holds that of the standing long
jump, without weights, with twelve
inchet.
feet one and
Of animals, one might expect the
kangaroo to hold the record, but he
can only make fifteen feet ten feet
less than man.

FOR 12 YEARS
RELIABLE

three-quart-

one-ha-

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE

lf

WELL INFORMED.

FREE USE OF CHAPEL
PRIVATE AMBULANCE

meat-produci-

non-stan-

WHALES LEAD IN HIGH JUMP.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
2

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

"Yes, sir, it's pretty hnrd collecting
money just now; I know it."
"Have you triod and fndeu"
"Oh, no!"
"How then, do you know thai mon
ey ia.hard to collect?"
"Became several pcopli hnv tried
to collect some from me."
WHY. OH WHY!

Night Phone 239

Day Phone 211

husband is an animal who get3
at the weather and takes his
grouch out an his wife.

The StatT of New Mexico to F. E.
herein,
Hamnvons, the
defendant

I

in said cause on or before the 14th
day of February, 1921, judgment will
bo rendered against you by default;
and A. W. Hockenhull, whoso business address is Clovis, New Mexico,
is attorney for plunitiff.
Witness my hand and the seal of
the Court at Clovis, Now Mexico,
this 30th day of December, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
(SEAL
County Clerk.

Greeting:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in the
District Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, in which Lillice Hnmmor.s is
plaintiff, and yours 'If is the defendant, in cause No. 1702 on the Civil
Docket of said Court: and the general
George Washington's shaving ouN
objects of said action are to obtain
a decree of absolute divorce, and un- fit in a morrocco case was recently
less you appear and answer or plead sold far $950.

A

Answers, London: If you were
the question: "What animul can
jump the highest?" you would in all
Ananias wnn a poor piker compared
liklihood guess wrong.
with the married man whose wife has
Oh, Yes, the whale in an animal, just found six hairpins and a
not a "fish, and he can jump out of
handkerchief in his coat
'the water to a height of twenty-fiv- e
pocket.
feet wilh the greatest ease. Thi i is
Uncle Joe Cannon has been nomiabout twice as high as a tiger, who
can manage about twelve and a half nated for a seat in the house twenty-fiv- e
time's and elected twenty-threfeet to thirteen feet. A dog has been
known to clear ten feet, and the horse times, the longest Bervlce in Congrss
follows next with seven feet, eight .on record.
inches.
and
The News Classified ads get, result
Man's record hiirh jump wps made
e

lf

JOHNSON BROS.

NOTICE OF SUIT.

In the first act the villain of the
film tied a beautiful herione to a
railway track just ns the express was
due. In the second he lured her into
an old house, locked her in an upptr
room, and set the place on fire. In the
third act he strapped her under a saw
and set the machinery in motion. In
the fourth he tore the planking out
of a bridge so that her motor car
plunged through to the raging flood
In the fifth he started to
below.
mnke love to her.
"Why dc( you shrink from me,
Nellie?" he asked.
mad

one-ha-

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203
AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
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learance aid kemova Sale

Final

..

Sale Starts
Sat. Jan,

1

5

i

It is our desire to dispose of all our present stocks rather than to move
them into our new building, which we expect to occupy about Febru-

Sale Closes

ary 1st. We want to open our new store with brand new stock, so
we are giving you benefit of prices far below present market levels.

February 1st

See Our Wonderful Values

Men's Suits and
Overcoats

In

Ladies' Apparel
Ladies' Suits

Way Down

Here they are the suit you have been
wanting as every woman wants a winter suit.
They are all geunine values from the standpoint of style, quality, workmanship and
price. An excellent variety to choose from.

Here is the biggest step that has ever
been taken to get down clothing costs. We
have been revising our prices just as fast as
markets would permit, but now we have even
disregarded present market costs. You can
buy a
suit or overcoat at remarkable savings.

Half Price

high-grad-

Only a few Ladies' Coats left. .These are
exceptionally good looking coats that assure
a well dressed modish appearance.

e

35

off

Half Price
Boys' Suits and Overcoats
Silk and Wool Dresses

At Half

time to add a fresh new one
to the wardrobe. January Clearance prices
make it advantageous to buy now.

Men's Work and Dress Pants

It is a good

At

Half Price
Blouses In All Styles

At

Half Price
Removal Sale of Silks and Dress
Goods. This is a splendid chance to
provide yourself with all the Silks and
Woolens you will need for months to
come.

33

1--

3

Off

January Sale of Ginghams
15c
lot of Ginghams at per yard
have
which
Ginghams,
Greylocks
been selling for 45c, now per yd. 20c
23c
Utility Ginghams, per yard
1

Values,
Values,
Values,
Values,
Values,
Values,

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal

Price: 98c
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

1--

$1.49
$1.89
$2.67
$3.98
$4.29

.

"

ESTELLE CORSETS

Percales
36 inch
27 inch

AT

Standard Percale, per yd. 25c
Percale, per yard

21c

Sheeting
94 Bleached Sheeting, good quality, 53c

57c
q 4 Parmere! Bleached Sheeting
63c
Sheeting.
-10 4 PeoDersl Bleached
9 4 Pepperel Unbleached Sheeting 51c
10 4 Pepperel unbieacnea sneeung ou

SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES
OFF
AT
ONE-THIR-

ALL CURTAIN MATERIALS
AT ONE THIRD OFF
TOWELS
25

OFF

LADIES' SILK UNDERWEAR
AT 20 OFF
ALL OTHER GOODS NOT ADVER
TISED ON THIS PAGE AT 20 OFF

3

OFF

1--

3

OFF

.

CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR
AT 20; OFF
LADIES AND CHILDREN'S
OFF
HOSIERY AT 33
1--

3

$7.00 Values-

-

at

Values
Values
Values
Values

at
at
at
at

$6.50
$5.00
$4.00
$3.50

Leather Palm Gauntlet
Plain Gauntlet 20c, 2 for

$5.79

j......$4.98

,

Men's Shirts
35c
35c

Men's Work and
Dress Shoes

$12.50 to $18.00 Values at
$9.00 to $10.50 Values at
$7.25 to $8.50 Values' at
$4.50 Values at
$4.00 Values at
$3.50 Values at
$3.00 Values at
.

Off

,.$1.98

Flannel Shirts
$8.75

AT HALF PRICE

$8.45
$6.45
$5.65
$3.39
$2.89
$2.49

m

Men's and Ladies' Sweaters
Ribbons at 25

....

$3.89
$2.89
$2.64
1 lot of $3.00, $3.50 and $4.50 values, all
sizes, at very special price
$1.98

All Work and Dress Gloves
AT 25 OFF

AT REMOVAL SALE PRICES

LADIES' KID GLOVES
In all shades to match your suit
AT 33

.

F

W. B., NUFORM, LA VIDA AND L.
1--

Off

4

Cotton Gloves

WINTER AT HALF PRICE

33

Men's Underwear

Men?s Gloves

SKIRTS TO TIDE ONE OVER THE

ONE-HAL-

Off

Men's Caps at Half Price

LADIES' UNDERMUSLINS
AT 20 OFF

CHILDREN'S COATS AND
PRICE
DRESSES AT

3

Men's Hats at

Ladies' Winter Underwear
$1.25
$2.00
$2.50
$3.75
$5.00
$5.50

1--

$7.50
$6.50
$5.00
$4.00

Values at
Values at
Values at
and $5.50 Values at
anc $4.50 Values at

..$6.79
$5.89
$5.19
$3.98
$3.29

Laces and Embroideries
AT

26,

OFF

Men's Hosiery

Outings

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
30 inch Bleached Muslin, per yard.. 15c
36 inch Bleached Muslin, per yard18c
36 inch Best Quality Muslin, per yd. 22c
19c
35c Bleached Cotton Flannel
34c
50c Bleached Cotton Flannel
47c
70c Unbleached Cotton Flannel

18c
Solid colors at per yard
Fancy patterns, lights and darks..25c

Furs at Half Price
Bed Spreads 25

Off

MANDELL 'S
"The Store of Quality"

Silk Hose '.
$1.19
Interwoven Silk Hose
85c
Wilson Bros. Silk Hose
75c
$1.00 Silk and Fibre Hose
69c
75c Interwoven Lisle Hose
50c
60c Wilson Bros. Lisle Hose
45c
50c Wilson Bros. Lisle Hose
40c
35c Lisle Hose
...25c
1 lot Black and Tan Hose, regular 25c quality, at
15c

$1.50

Muslins

$1.25
$1.25

Men's Overalls
Signal, Rail Road King and Crown
Makes in 220 Denim, Special Price

Per Pair

$i.g5
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all tax levies; and that this legislaconsider and determine a limit
taxation to be observed for all purposes and submit such a constitutional
amendment to the voters establishing

and for utilizing surplus flood waters
for irrigation by means of storage

Text of Governor's Message
ture
of
To the Fifth Legislature
Santa Fe, Junuary. 12. Following
isc the text of Gov. Merritt C. Mech-em- 'i
address to the legislature yesterday:
Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, Seni-tor- s
and Representatives of the Fifth
Legislature of New Mexico:
I have the honor to submit for your
consideration the following recommendations:
The submission to the votern of
this state an amendment to the
constitution on granting the right
to women to hold public offico.
The passage of law giving o;ual
rights to women in the matter cf
guardianship of minor children.
Legislation regulating the hours
and conditions of labor for won. en
and the enactment of an adequate
child labor law.
The adoption of
statewide pri
mary law for the nomination of all
candidates for public office.
The submission of constitutional
amendment providing fori' an ade
quate budget system. In order to
make such system effective the meet
ing of the legislature should be fixed
for a later dute than at present, as it
is absolutely impossible for a govern
or new to the duties of the office to
prepare and submit a budget in the
short time now at his disposal. This
.will likewise require a constitutional
amendment.
The submission of a constitutional
amendment removing the limitation
as to the terms of office of the super
intendent of public instruction and of
county school superintendents.
Minimum Teachers Salary.
Legislation making it possible to
pay a minimum salary of $1,000 per
annum to teachers holding first grade
certificates.
The creation of a game commission
endowed with full regulatory powers
to the end that game and fish pro
tection and propagation may be bused
on sound, scientific and flexible prir
ciples.
The submissinr of
ronstutionol
amendment crcat.i.g a
commission for tlio p.irpoie of nvr.
aging the public lands of the state
and the funds derived therefrom
The submission of an amendment
to the constitution whereby the members of the state corporation commission will be reduced to one person,
the present members holding office
until their terms expire; and also that

Charter No. 11.740

reservoirs.

such limitation.
Would Protect Volar.
The provision of our election lawf
which permits judges and clerks of
elections to mark ballots or to advise
voters how to vote should be repealed.
It destroys the secrecy of the ballot
and opens wide the door to fraud and
The voters of iNew
intimidation.
Mexico understand how to mark their
ballots so as to vote their sentiment.
A drastic blue sky law should be
adopted and strictly enforced so that
the sale of worthless securities with
in this state may be prevented.
I recommend the passage of a law
which will prohibit aliens who are in
eligible to citizenship from acquiring
Alio law which will
real estate
prohibit all persons wno are not cit
izens of the United States from car
rying or having fire arms in their
possession; and which will prohibit
Indians from hunting game, except
on their awn lands or reservations
GOV. M. C. MECHEM
Abolish Useless Offices.
I recommend the repeal of the laws
the powers, jurisdiction and duties of
creating the mounted police force,
the commission may be increased or
the office of legal advisor to the
diminished by the legislature.
roverhor. suDierinfcendt'nt of insur
I submit for your consideration
and county and road superin
ance
the majority and minority reports of
tendents.
the special revenue commission. They
In view of the increasing costs of
are eentitled to serious consideration
state institutions, which presents
our
at your hands as they represent
most serious problem, considering
a
imintelligent
great amount of
and
the limited resources of this state,
partial investigation of the tax situ
I submit that the legislature might
ation in the state. The discussion
well be liven the power by constitu
and recommendation they contain,
tional amendment, to consolidate the
particularly to the budget system of
of said
location
o
control
including
tax
mine
law
the
taxation,
as will in the wisdom of
institutions
are of very considerable value and
the legislature contribute to admin
basis for con
will, I believe, furnish
istrative economy and efficiency.
legislation
along these lines.
structive
Officials estimated that the loss to
Ad Valorem Mln. Tax
the public through floods in the Rio
I recommend the advalorem sysGrande River in 1920 reached anprox
tem 'of taxing mines and mineral
imately $700,000 including land dam- lands. . The tax commission should be
ace and daman to canal systems,
given the power to fix the value of
headings, bridges, roads, railroads
mines and mineral lands for the pur
and crops. This flood damage is an
pose of taxation, and to accurately
ocurrence.
and scientifically determine such val annual
Drainage
for Vallajr.
uations, must be supplied with neceS'
I recommend that there be ap
sary assistance.
An income tax will reach many propriated out of the funds available
of the Rio
persons whs are not now contribut in the "Imorovment
ing to the support of the state, and I Grande income fund" and the "Per
recommend the imposition of a per mannt reservoirs for irrigation pur- Income fund" the sum of $10
sonal tax at a flat rate.
I especially recommend to your 000, or as much thereof as may be
attention that portion of the reve- necessary for the survey, invstigation
nue commission's report which deals and renort by the state engineer on
with the proposal to adopt the short plans for the control of the flood
waters of the Rio Grande for the proballot.
I suggest a horizontal reduction of tection of public and private property

Reserve District No. 11

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

First National Bank of Grady

AGRICULTURAL PAPER
PRAISES PATTISON ut Grady, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on December
29, 11)20.
The New Mexico Farm Courier,
RESOURCES
published by the Department of Ag Loans and discounts, including rediscounts
66,897.1)9
Total Loans
$60,897.59
riculture, at State College, N. M.,
Notes and bills rediscounted with Federal Re
hus the following to say in a recent
serve Bank
$9,357.92
67.B39.G7
36. &3,
issue about Will II. Pattison, Presi- Overdrafts, unsecured
Securities other thun U. S. Bonds (not including
dent of the Curry County Firm Bustocks), owned and unpledged
1,847.99
"
Total bonds, securities, etc
1,847.99
reau. This history was published in
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of
connection with an outline of the
subscription
700.00
work being done by the farm bureau Value of hanking bouse, owned and unincumbered
3,960.30
Equity in banking house
3,966.30
heads of the state:
Furniture and Fixtures
2,905.27
Lawful
reserve
with
Federal
Reserve
Bank
13,138.77
W. H. Pattison was originally a
Cash in vault and net amount dub from naHoosier, coming to Curry county from
tional banks
5,369.62
Total of items 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16
5,309.62
Indiana eight years ago. He success
Checks on banks located outside of city or town
fully conducted the Clovis Creamery
of reporting bank and other cash items
4,265.03
for the first two years after his ar Interest earned but not collected approximate
rival, and at the same time operated
on Notes and Bills Receivable not past due
103.00
the farm on which ho lived three
TOTAL
:
$89,874.23
miles from town. Later he trnded his
farm for a large tract of land north
LIABILITIES .
of Clovis which he has been operating
Capital Stock paid in .
25,000.00
successfully for the past two years. Surplus Fund
2,500.00
In addition to his large farming opera Undivided Prifits
3,794.98
tions he also operates a seed house, Less current expenses, interest and tuxes paid..
3,054.60
70i.34
and offered a good market for Sudan Interest and discount collected or credited in
(apof
maturity
advance
and
not
earned
grass seed by contracting for two
proximate)
661.00
thousand acres this past year. He is Cashiers checks on own bunk outstanding
1,489.50
especially interacted in better seed
Total of items 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32
1,489.50
61,438.54
for the farmers and assisted in intrO' Individual deposits subject to check
Total of demand deposits subject to Reserve 51,438.54
ducing spring wheat which has ma
Certificates of deposit (other than for money
teriully added to the wealth of the
borrowed)
8,183.85
county.
Total of Time Deposit subject to Reserve
8,183.85
Mr. Pattison was the first to bring
TOTAL
$89,874.23
i
the mutter of employing a county
agent to the attention of the county Liabilities for rediscounts with Federal Reserve
commissioners, was instrumental in
Bank
9,357.92
Total contingent liabilities
9,357.12
getting boys' and girls' work started
and has been an active worker in the State of New Mexico, County of Curry, m.
I, H. H. Harmon, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly
farm bureau movement ever since it
He was elected the first swear that the above stutement is true to the best of my knowledge and
started.
president of the Curry County Farm belief.
H. H. HARMON, Cashier.
Bureau when it was organized in
W. T. STANFIELD, J. R. CARJOHN
F.
SMITHSON,
Correct
Attest
1918, and has held that position ever
VER, Directors.
since. He was one of the chief
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of January 1921
of the hail insurance and teleFLOY SMITHSON, Notnry Public
phone projects. The hail insurance My Commission Expires November 17, 1924.
saved the farmers $21,168.40 this
past year and 118 miles of rural tele,t
4
phone trunk lines have been con- 4
WALTER W. MAYES
Dr. W. M. Lancaster
structed. He is also secretary of the
ATTORN EY.AT.LAV
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
4
Curry County Fair Association which
Practices in all courts
Clovia, Now Mexico
put on the best fair it ever held this
Clovis, N. M.
Office Suite 3, Barry Bldg.
past year. It speaks well for Curry
Phono No. 157
4
County that it has at the head of its
farm bareau a man who is so public
spirited and who is willing to give his
George Washington's shaving outtime toward furthering the interests fit in a morrocco case was recently 4 4 44 4 4
of the county as is Mr. Pattison.
THOMAS W.JONES
sold for $950.
Veterinarian
The Kentucky Iron Works,
200 West Otero Street
and general repair work.
Phone 45
Clovis, N. M.
cylWe make a specialty of
inders ami lathe ork.
rs

44444444444444444

black-miithin- g

NOTICE OF SALE UNDER CHAT.
TLE ' MORTGAGE FORECLOS-URE- -

LET US CARE FOR
YOUR PRNTING

Notice is hereby given that whereas on the third day of November,
192C, C. O. Cain, as mortgagor, made,
executed, acknowledged, and deliver
ed to the Oklahoma Motor Securities
Company, a corporation, his certain
chattel mortgage in writing upon und
covering one Master Truck Motor
Car, motor No.7C:l!)l, model W, four
cylinders, and two ton capucity, to
secure the payment of u eerutin
promissory note made by the said C.
O. Cain to the said Okluhoma Motor
Securities Cpmpany in the sum of
twenty-twhundred twenty nine and
0
dollars, payable in installand
ments of two hundred twenty-tw- o
0
dollars on the twenty-fourtday of November, 1920, and two
dol0
and
hundred tventy-tw- o
lars on each succeeding month thereafter, up to and including the twenty- fourth day of August, 192, and,
Whereas, it was provided in said
note thct if default be made in the
payment in any installment when due,
then 'all the remaining installments
should become due and payablo at
once, and,
Whereas, default was made in the
payment of the injlullment due No
vember 24, 1920, and sa:d Installment
has not been paid, and,
Whereas, there is due at this time
under the terms r.iu! conditions of
of said note and mortgage the sum
hundred twenty-nin- e
of twenty-tw- o
dollurs, with interest
and
thereon at the rate of ten per cent,
from November 24, 1920, and
Whereas there is due the further
sum of three hundred thirty-fou- r
dollars as attorney's fees
1
and
under the terms of said mortgage, and
Whereat, default hao been made as
aVoreeaid in said note and the mort
gage securing the same.
Now therefore, pursuant to the authority contained in the said mort"
gage, the undersigned mortgagee will
on the 20th day of January, 1921,
at the hour of 10 :00 o'clock a. m., at
the front of the Courc House, in the
City of Clovis, County of Curry, New
Mexico, offer for sale and sell at a
public auction for cash In hand to the
highest and best bidder, the above
described motor truck.
Witness the hand of ths mortgagee
day of December,
this twenty-firs- t

WANTS

o

For
Torpid

i

liver
Is, In
my opinion, the best liver
meaicine on ine market,
states Mrs. K. H. White
side, of Keota. Okla. She
continues: "I had a pain
in my chest after eating-lig- ht,
uncomfortable fee"Black-Draug-

0

it one thing and

Arthtkatly DttigneJ
Advertising

no-10-

Wc

specialize in
the latter the kind that will
make your letterheads, station'
ery and advertising matter a
credit to your business. QSee
us the next time you need
something in the printing line.

is another.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
PHONE 97

A. D. 1920.

J

22-4t-

c

MOTOR
OKLAHOMA
SECURITIES COMPANY

T. E.

t4

fcfft

is
on the package.
druggists.

At all

Accept Only
the Genuine.

Dr. C. L. McClelkn
Phyiician and Surgeon
Office Suite 3, Barry Bldg.
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

44444444444444444
DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 331

DE1AU6E3T
found beneficial hv thou.
sands of persons suffer,
ing Irom effects of a tor.
pid, or slow-actiliver.
Indigestion, biliousness,
ss,
colic, coated tongue,
constipation, bitter taste,
lack of energy, pain In
back, puffiness under the
eyes-a-ny
or all oi these
symptoms often Indicate
that there is something
the matter with your
liver. You can't be too
careful about the medicine you take. Be sure
that the name, "Thed-ford- 's

PRESLEY

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat, 4
4 of Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo- vis the 6th of each month.'

BLAtfr
this purely vegetable
preparation has been

Dr. C. O. WARRINER

444444444444444
DR.

Thcdford's

For over seventy years

Phyiician and Surgeon
4
Office over First National Bank
Office Phone 231.
Res. 269

113 South Main Street
Phone 101

lingand this was very
disagreeable and brought
on headache. I was constipated and knew It was
Indigestion and inactive
liver. I began the use of
Black-Draugnlg.it and
morning, and It sure la
splendid and certainly

Dr. J. B. Westerfield

CHIROPRACTER

ht

h

StickingType

44444444444444444
44444444444

JUL!

ixJ
"9

it
9s&3

Clovis, New Mexico

4

4444444444444
DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treuts all discuses, both acute
and chrcnic. Office! n building
on corner north of Fire Station.
Res. 390.
Office phone 383.
Clovis,

New Mexico.

4

44444444444444444
J. WRIGHT
Chiropractor
Over Farmers State Bank
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Phone 846
S.

4 ELECTRIC FLOOR
SURFACE
4

CO.

4

New and old floors surfaced 4
4
4 and finhed. Makes your floors 4
4 easy to keep clean. Call Gam-4 mell, phone 334.

4444444'

The News Classified ads get result
Try them phono 97.

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
Ross and Winn families,
and his
grandmother, Mra. Fulkerson.
Quito a wreck on the Santa Fe occurred Thursday night, just east of
St. Vrain. Sixteen cars were ditched
among which were three or four loaded with coal.
A good many cases of severe fainting spells wore reported last week.
The cause was attributed to the receipt of tho tax cards by the farmers.
,M,aiy a man never suspected he had
a w."al; heart until he saw the amount
jf taxes he is required to pay. They
say taxes and death are unavoidable.
This year, if we had a chance to avoid
one or tho other, we'd welcome the
latter.
The farmer is the most essential
person in the world, and he always
has been and always will be. Whenever governments enact laws which
inimical to the welfare of agriculture, and refuse to recognize the
basic importance of agriculture, they
are undermining the foundations, not
only of government and society, but
civilization itself.
The writer of these items always
has been a booster for the community
William and Russell Hankhouse in which he lives. He has always be
left Monday morning to work for the lieved in Havener as a farming comWestern Union. Billy has been em- munity, and still does. But no community, commonwealth or nation CBn
ployed by the W. U. for several years
j be a social success when
everything
and Russell has learned tho work in a but just the
material or ccoromic
previous session. These boys are side is ignored. If there ia no frasteady and reliable, and not afraid of ternal feeling, no spiritual
work.
no mutual helpfulness among the
Paul Todd, who has been working people, that community is not a sucfor J. N. Tefi'rtiller, has returned to cess as a social unit. We of Havener
his home in Missouri.
can go "over the top."
LiVs do it.
Havener is growing. A gentleman
4
whose name we have yet tj learn, is
going to put up a garage. Some day
GRADY NEWS
we'i) have an elevator, too.
A few farmers have their corn to
cither yet. Nearly all the threshing
is done and when the price gets right
Mrs. Dura ml came to Grady lat
lot of grn n will jo on the marke t. Wednesday
afternoon and spent the
Mi'. Tipton of Clovis bought grain
night w ith Mrs. Ledbetter. She came
of (leo. llyf rd, A. 0. Horne, and 0 to
assist the demonstration team that
M. fhrfctinii, which he shipped from
is to go to Denver this week to meet
Havener. II" paid i()c per cwt. and t!ll tolinm nf Mil tin. U'ftatnrn atnl.a
hauled it from the machine.
On Thursday she gave a lecture to
Chester Mcfieo is driving a new the school on one of the
Four H s
Sedan, h? is living now on the Health.
place he bought a few weeks ago.
Mrs. John Smithson is in a Tucum- His sister and brother-in-laMr. and cari hospital very ill, but is improv- Mr. Harris, are visiting him and his
wife.
K. W. Reagan of Clovis
was a
Havener v'sitor Thursday
of last
O
week.
He wag looking after some
p
H
o
real estate near Havener.
Fred Davis, who has been working
to
08
in the Texas oil fields,. Is visiting the

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Motor Co.
HAVENER ITEMS
.

Grandma Fulkirson ha! been on
tlif sick list for several tlays. Dr.
WcMt'ifU'ld wan callod on Wednesday,
She is iniprovinK at this time.
.1. F. Mitchell
threshed fur B. M.
Ch rat inn and Geo. Dougherty last
eek.
Mrs. .1. W. Elliott'it father, Mr.
Lynch of Frederick, Okla.. died Sunday morning, and Mrs. Klliott was
notified hy telegraph the same day.
She left at once to attend the funeral.
Mr. Kinzie threshed for Mr. Hurley, Friday and Saturday mid then
pulled to Karl Chandler's.
Several members of the Winn family became suddenly very sick Friday.
It is thought they ate some-ihin- i;
which caused pt.iinaiii poisoning.
At present all are recovering
hut some of them were seriously ill
for a while.
The school teachers, Misses Matthews and Doydstun, have rented a
room in Mr. Armstrong's home and
will try hoarding themselves for a
while.
Mr. Hankhouse is the only farmer
in Havener who is doing any farming
nt present. He has been running a
lister for quite a while.
w
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ing slowly.
Mrs. Fanning's music class rendered an interesting program at the
meeting of the Ladies Missionary Society Saturday afternoon. Those present liked it so well they requested
them to give it at the church Sunday evening. They gave the same
program to a large cowd Sunday
evening.
The high school is all on the second
floor now. This was a much needed
change.
Every one in school is preparing for
examinations.
The Grady boys went to Clovis Friday p. m. and took a fast game of
basketball from the Edlview school.
This was an interesting game especially since neither team had played on
an indoor court before. The boys of
both teams handled themsclvej creditably. The score was 12 to 10 in
Grady's favor. Saturday morning the
boys went to Tleasant Hill and lost
a game 22 to 1, Neither team was
able to pile up a large score on account of the disagreeable weather.
The result of the trip was a revival of
interest in basketball.

census of millionaire take., by ed that there are 18,000 more milthe income tax division of the inter- lionaires in the United State than be
nal revenue bureau, althoujgh two fore the war started. They muy not
It all qualify for the Income tax under
years behind time, ia interesting.
shows that there were 4,000 fewer1 that rating.
Eighteen thousand milmillionaire in the United States In' lionaires, means eighteen billion dol1918 than in 1017. The total number
lars. The war cost us about twice
of millionaires in 1018 was 20,044.
that much, but the profiteers sold
Childress Inlet.
But in 1919 when the profiteers got billiona of dollars worth of products
their hands fully into the war Acre to the European nations for war purwere made a few more. It is estimat poses. Higgins News.
A
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Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by lin'ul application!,
i hey cannot rvach
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Xolicc is licroby iven to all
(E Curry County,
State of Xcw Mexico,, that the Assessor or a Deputy will he in
the respective precincts of the county at the following named
places and dates, for the purpose of assessing the taxable property of said county as provided by law, for the year 31)21.
tax-laye- rs

n

First National Bank

Triplett's store, Monday, January 17th and Tuesday
January, 18th.

TEXICO

BLACKTOWER

OF CLOVIS

HAVENER

Capital, Surplus and Profits $135,000.00

ST

L.

J. Sparks, Thursday, January 20th.

Store, Friday, January 21st.

VRAIN-St- ore,

Monday,

January 24th.

MELROSE Hotel, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, January 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th.

FIELD Post Office, Monday, February 7th.

DIRECTORS:
C. A.

GRADY Smithson's office, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
February 8th, 9th and 10th.

SCHEURICH

A. MANDELL

B0NEY

L. B. GREGG
D. W. DUNN

Store, Friday, February 11th.

BELLVIEW

m

Store, Saturday, February 12.

W. I. LUIKART
G.

HOLLENE

P. KUYKENDALL

PLEASANT HILL

H. Y. OVERSTREET
H. A.
C.

Store, Tuesday, February 15th.

MILLER

CLAUD

Store, Wednesday, February 16th.

Store, Monday, February 21st.

"

W. HARRISON
Rendition for taxes for 1021 will he taken at the court house
every week day from January 3rd to February 28th inclusive.

"Member of the Federal Reserve System"

Taxpayers of each precinct are hereby notified not to fail on
said day to make their returns of property in order to avoid the
2.") per cent penalty imposed by law and
in order that you may
secure the exemption granted to heads of families.
Persons absent from their precincts arc notified to make
their returns to the Assessor's Office at the Court House in the
City of Clovis, said County and State, on or before the first dav
of March, 1921.

Un iiGil

States Depository

GEORGE ROACH,

For Postal Savings

County Assessor Curry County
aaw
feuaaaa

uaMiav

ri
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CAMERON NEWS

business Is Good

J. D. Cameron purchased tho Wil
kinson farm last week.
S. J..Lobban sold the half section
n
of land he bought of T. W. David-soweek.
last
Hamons
Mr.
to
The men arc doing some good work
Full Line of Groceries
on the road in the caprork on the
way toward San Jon. However, they
are taking a vacation this week.
White Flour None Better
Josie Crccelius visited a few days
the first of the week with her parWork Clothes, Oil and Gas
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Islcr.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie John
Rawleigh's Remedies
ston Jan. 9th a six pound girl.
Mrs. Hockenhull of Colorado and
vYe sell the celebrated W. W. Feed Grinder.
Mrs. Frank Frost and Mrs. A. W.
Cameron Sr., were callers at the J.
you see this machine and its work, you'll buy one.
C. Woods home Thursday.
A. A. Dethraee and family visited
THAT'S ALL.
at Clovis Sunday and returned Mon
day.
Again the chilly days are here, and again we
R. A. Lowe and J. W. Shaver made
trip to Hereford the last of the
extend to one and all our annual invitation to make
week.
Mrs. Emery Forsthoffcr returned
our store headquarters, whether to purchase or to
last week from a few month's visit
visit. You are alike welcome around our big red
with relatives in New Jersey.
Paul Mote hauled a load of coal
stove.
from San Jon Saturday.
Post office Inspector was checking
up at Cameron Tuesday.
S. J. Loban returned Friday from
a trip to Arkansas where he went to
He failed ta
look at the country.
fipd anything he liked well enough
to L ave New Mexico and locate In
Arkansas.
Thn writer is informed that R. H.
Bell who conducted the singing class
F. B. PAYNE, Manager
both at New Hope and in the Blair
community about two years ago and
is well known here, committed suicide
in a hotel in Dallas, Texas, several
Board, will appreciate it very much
TO THE PUBLIC!
months ago.
if you will phone 105, 173 or 254, and
Rev. Cameron filled the pulpit at
old
or
of
kind
any
on
called
have
you
packages
will
be
the
for
If
New Hope Sunday p. m.
This is an urgent call.
mia-f- it
clothing, underwear, dresses, Mondays.
Miss Delia Bolding resumed her
R. M. Hall, president,
coats, or coat suits, children's clothschool work at Boney Monday morn
Mrs. A. J. Rodes, Treasurer.
ing, boys' pants or anything that can tfp
ing after a two week's vacation, durCharity
be used, we, the United
ing which she visited relatives at El
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Paso, Texas, and also at Tulsa, Okla.
Hazel Isler visited Sunday with
Notice is hereby given that on the
Mrs.
Ella Isler.
1921,
day
January.
the under
of
7th
Clovis
The twelve year old daughter of
signed was appointed administrator
of the estate of Nelson Bettis. de Tom Harding, who was run over by
OPBHCfl. hv the Probate Court of Curry a truck recently and seriously hurt,
Pmintv Mow MdvIm anil all nanutna is recovering.
of the
Dad Dwight, proprietor
UUB.... ..p
J. u. Cameron ma
having claims against the estato or
Clovis Marble Works, has a large said deceased are hereby required to ta Clovis last week purchasing lum- stock of monuments and gravo mark- nreient the same to the undersiirned her ior nis new nouse,
returned
Mrs.
Edna Johnston
ers from $20.00 up to $50.00. He now administrator within the time requir
Thursday from Brownwood, Texas,
forever
will
be
lnw,
by
they
or
ed
you
has another engraver to help give
where she attended the death bed and
Aick service. He has r.o agents and bcrrcd.
Dated this 8th day of January, funeral of her father.
can clve the customer the advantage 1921.
E. W. Leach Is building a new
and Bheds since his others
(if tho cad man's fees. See him soon
granary
Administrator.
H. Y. Overstreet,
as he is thinking of moving his yard
Walter W. Mayes, Clovis, N. M., were burned January 1.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Isler, Alice
to a better place then you will have Attorney for Administrator.
Clyde Isler and Josie Crecelius
to buy your grave stouts from a
Even a tightwad is willing to give made a business trip to Tucumcari
profiteering agent.
two for one when he is swapping Friday. They returned home via San
Jon.
kisses with a pretty girl.

jgnow

Creosoted&llow Pine
FencePosis
The Post Everlasting

If

Build For Pormanance
The greater part of your season's work and expense may
count for nothing if your orchard, vinyard or berry patch is not
properly' protected against roving livestock. A strong fence is
assurance of protection.
Long-Be- ll
Creosoted Yellow Pine Fence Posts, which are
big stock of lumber and building supplies, make
our
in
included
the best possible foundation for a permanent fence. These posts
by scientifically preserving with Creoarc made
sote (dead oil of coal tar) by t he pressure vacuum process. They
remain upstanding and durable for years and years. Arc straight,
smooth and attractive and add value to any farm.
Long-BeCreosoted Yellow Pine Fence Posts can be had in
full round, sawed halves and sawed, quarters, suitable sizes aud
lengths.
We'll be glad to help you with your plans for new fences or
buildings of any kind. Come in and let's talk it over.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION

decay-resista-

nt

ll

THE

Marble Works
Continues to Grow

"It Costs No More To Built It Right."

.

s,

Duviinr til.- past vcar S.fiOO.OOO IHJMOP. FRCM "HELP
WANTED MALE COLUMNS
acres of forest land in the United)
97 nno
nn h
1....... i
in the help
Presumably nil
of Marble
.n..rt...l fires.
wanted male" columns of our news
papers ore bonifide items expressing
need3 for men workers. When presons
advertise for help, they usually have
a serious nurnoac prompting their ac- .ion. But, thero are some exceptions
hich prove the rule. Very often lit
;le mistakes in wording and punctua-:io- n
make would-b- e serious ads quite
To go to Murray '8 where you can get the best of
comical.
Remember how the audi
hot or cold drinks, cigars, smokers' supplies, and
ence at the movie theatre laughed and
fresh candy of all kinds.
innlauded the last iime you saw one
of those funny ads on the screen in

Come See

the

Large

-

-

Stock

ad-le-

j

rrnxmTrrrtrrtttrrtrrrrr::rn:cr.trrtrn:r.rn

Resolve This New Year

You are always welcome when you visit us.

LET'S GO TO
Murray's Confectionery
SLAUGHTER MURRAY, Prop.

.

!

A

Wanted Minister of the Gospel
for lumber camp. Must be a good
crap player. Winnipeg (Canada)
Telegram.
Wanted At Hotel Randolph, first
class porter; room furnished; also
chambermaid. Providence Journal.
Wanted Bookkeeper and assistant
to Club manager. Meridan (Con.)
Record.
Wanted Man to collect accounts
not over forty years old. Piqua (O.)

-

one-ha-

one-ha- lf

lf

Builder's Notice

P. F. White

AAJiAAAAAlAAAsAAAAAAAasAlaaAaAAaUAAAAUsAAAA

LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Implements, Coal and Grain
Our Motto:
"The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell
S. W. LANE, Manager

A Safe, Sound and
Strong Bank
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED

n

DaMEaii

BtasT

v.

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
G. W! SINGLETON
C.

n

I

;

worn-ou- t,

"Favorite
women.
Prescription" makes weak women
strong and sick women well, '.t
is now sold by all druggists in the
United States in tablets as well
as liquid form.
Evant, Texas.-- " I have used Doctor
I was
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
and suffered from functional
disturbances but' Favorite Prescription'
regulated me. I was so nervous I was
miserable and could not sleep at night
when I began to use the 'Prescription.'
I had not taken a whole bottle until I
could sleep well and got as stout as I
ever was. I keep a bottle of 'Prescription' m hand and when I work and
get tired I Use a doss and it strengthens my nerves." -- It as. GlOSSli

run-dow-

1

FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS
We invite your business upon the most
terms consistent with prudent banking

News Clarified Ads get result.
Daily Call.
phom- 97.
Wanted Gentleman who can fur- Try thtm
nish
dozen eggs to my
pound of ham. Object, matrimony. Montreal Star.
I have been in the Building BusiWanted At once in Pittsburgh, an
25 years and have superintended
ness
prosecute
crooked
a
to
honest lawyer
work for over 15 years, was general
one. Pittsburgh Dispatch.
foreman on U. S. Government work
The largest touring car in the world for 7 years, qualified to handle anyIt is in thing in the building line. Will conis owned by King Albert.
two sections and accommodates 15 tract the work is desired.
persons with sleeping quarters for 10.
The machine was designed for hunting in Africa and is equipped with
Reidoria Hotel
kitchen, bath and dining room.

'News.

Doctor Cupid

strength to weak,

"Eniiirmipnt

fncf
HiVkTHi V J ' I '
i
All Work Guaranteed
DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY

T.nfncr
XJUtVOI,

"Topics of the Day" films! The
Daily" American Tribune has found
in "help-waho following
ed Male" columns and reels sure
that they will tickle the risibilities
)f .our readers:
WanteuV-M- an
who can run car
and wife. American Medical Jour
nal.
Wanted. Man to look after gar
den, milk cow with good voice accus
tomed to sing in the chcir. Connecti
cut Country.
Wonted Bartcnoet" capable of
mixing mince pies. Dallas News.
Wanted Fifty bricklayers? highest wages, plenty of parking sptce
tot automobiles. New York Daily

Thnt. Iiwa enmptimefl enrPB dl9
ease is a fact that has been called
to tho attention of the public Dy a
irominent physician. Love is not,
mwever. the cure for nil women.
Manv
unman In nprvnun and
irritable, feels dragged down and
worn out for do reason that she
can think of.
Doctor Pierce'i Favorite Prescription gives new life and new

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15 Years Experience

M

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

Telephone No. 15

&

J. R. DENHOF
Un-in-T-

0.

LUMBER

I.ONG-BEL- L

E. DENNIS
J. E. LINDLEY
S.A. JONES
C. S.

m
fS)

HART
CASH RAMEY
Directors

THE CL0V1S NEWS.

per doz

P
.fl. Austin

A,

Sunkist Lemons
30c

Los Angeles Head Lettuce

Coo

We are now receiving
lar shipments of fresh

reguSpin-

ach, Mustard, green Onions,

Radishes, Turnips, New Potatoes, Etc.
Freshcountry Eggs, doz. 60c
.

...J.. 10c

per head

THURSDAY, JANUARY 13, 1921.

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Jan. 15,17, 18, 19
Gallon Goods

Sugar
-

Sugar, 10 pounds for
POTATOES
30 pounds of Potatoes for

$1-0-

0

$1.00

-

COAL OIL
5

$1.10

-

gallons coal oil

Sunlight flour, per cwt ..
Sunlight flour, per 48 pounds

Full No. 3 B. B.
'

Q. Tomatoes,

6 No. 2 cans Standard corn
6 No. 3 Van Camps Hominy

per can

.

No. 2 can Strawberry and Apple preserves
Del Monte Peach, Apricot, Plum, Strawberry
preserves, lib glass for .
6 No. 2 Gold Bar sliced Pineapple 6 No. 2y2 Silver Bar Pineapple
'6 No. 1, flat, Gold Bar Pineapple
Have limited number of No. 1 Lima Beans in
3 cans for

-

A.
Phone 49, 52

$5.00
$2.50
20c
90c
$1.00
60c

Coffee

Capitol sliced Peaches per gal.
Brookdale Gallon Apricots, per gal.
Brookdale Grated Pineapple, per gal
Brookdale Gallon Bartlett Pears, per gal

Hills Bros. Coffee, 1 pound for
5 pounds Chase & Sanborns Coffee for
3 pounds best Peaberry Coffee u
10 pound pail Prime Rio Coffee
5 pound pail Prime Rio Coffee

95c
95c

.....

$1.00

Capitol Plums, per gal.
Maryland Apples, per gal.
Monarch Spinach, per gal.

$1.00

gallon Sweet Pickle

1

gallon' Libby's Apple Butter

$2.65
$1.00

.

..$4.65
$2.40

90c

Cream of Wheat, per package
Shredded Wheat, per package
4 packages Sooner Oats for
This is a regular f" oz. package and a No.

65c
$1.00

Brookdale Royal Anne Pitted Cherries, per gal. $1.00
1 gallon sour mixed Pickle
$1.35
1

!..55c

30c
15c
$1.00
1

Oat

SOAP

$1.50
22

$1.50

bars White Eagle Soap

$1.00
85c
65c

10 bars P. &. G. Naptha Soap
10 bars Clean Easy Soap

PRESERVES
50c
-- $2.00
$2.35
$1.35

1

gallon Strawberry and Apple preserves

$2.75

1

gallon Tea Garden Peach preserves

$3.00

Sauce
...25c

Wilson Breakfast Bacon, the best, by strip, lb.
Wilson Hams, per pound

Palm Olive Soap, per dozen
$1.00
17 bars Bob White Soap
$1.00
5 pound can. Calumet Baking powder
$1.50
10 pound can Calumet baking powder
$2.50
Try Crystal White
for the electric or
power washing machine.

.50
.32

Soap-Flake- s

R AUSTIN & COMPANY, he
The Price

h

The Thing

Grand Avenue and Mitchell

J
This is the season when men begin
A good listener loams many new
things, while a loud talker, tells more to look sheepish. They just can't
'"'"t breaking a few of those resolu- he knows.

nic, borax, feldspar, lead, aluminum, used. The acid must then be rinsed the meeting was Christ-likand the
cryolite from Greenland, cobalt from out and neutralized,
atmosphere was filled with brotherly
SCIENCE NOTES
love. The Church knows more, beCanada. The base of the lamp is made
Ink stains are often hard to re lieves mora,
tior.s.
and surely can do more.
copper
from
Utah
and
zinc
and
from
move
because we cannot be sure of
Typewriter paper cut in convenient
Brother
W.
M. Speck of Roswell
Missouri, while the basing cement is what the ink is made. Fresh ink
Unfurnished
size packages for sale at the News WANTED TO RENT
will continue with us over Lord's Day.
The articles appearing in this col- a
family.
by
small
home
modern
stains
are
usually
taken out with Er.ch
mixture of marble dust from VerOffice.
evening at 7:00 o'clock, meet us
umn are contributed by the science
Phone 9" or apply at News office.
mont, whiting from Ohio, shellac from fresh milk. Old stains are soaked in at the new church house and
department
of the Clovis Public High
lUttr
water and treated with Oxalic acid
News Classified ads get results.
pine rcain from Georgia.
(10 per cent solution). The acid Is attentively to what he teachea. We
If its news The Newt wanta it School, through F. P. McCall, head of India and
Phone us. No. 07.
only want to da you good make you
Such things as will
the department.
4
poison.
It should be finally rinsed
Modern Treasure Iilandi.
be useful and of Interest to the readout with water, and neutralized by a think more of the things God has reers of this paper and to the communSituated in the Pacific ocean, near mild base like borax or amonia water. vealed, and get closer to the Christ.
If we can do this we will of necessity
ly midway between America and Asia,
ity will appear.
We must remember that most
be drawn closer together.
la Nauru,
barren bit of rock only
Effect of Mind on Body.
chemicals, such as acids and bases.
in
twelve
Services for Sunday.
miles
circumfrence.
Thirty
Worry, doubt and fear make the
effect dyes, hence they can rarely be
TMRD
Bible school, 10:00 a. m.
or forty years ago almost anybody usea to remove stains from colored
diorganism
physical
susceptible
to
SCASW
Preaching, 1 1 :00 a. m.
could have had it for the asking. To- fabrics.
sease.
it it worth untold millions, owing
Communion, 11:45 a. m.
Since all the cells of the body are day
CLOVIS CHURCH OF CHRIST
discovery
Preaching, 7:00 p. m.
to
belated
the
whole
that
more or less intelligent, and we think
to neither more nor less than
Plenty of singing and praying
Connelly & Bclden
not only with the brain but with the Island
thrown into all services to make them
phosphate
a
mass
of
rock
fertisoil
readentire pnysical organism, we can
The "Bible Institute" has been as nearly spiritual as possible. Come
lizer well known to agriculturalists.
ily sec that our thoughts and conviclove.
The "Bible Institute" han been to the place where people delight to
tions must effect, according to their
to us a wonderful Inspiration. The honor God.
Freak
Peculiar
of
Nature.
nature, all these cells. We can, to a
lessons were forceful, the spirit of
G. F. Mickey, Minister,
Section of land 'in California has
more or less degree, think health into
trees
unknown
anywhere
save
else,
we
them or
can think disease.
In one small spot.
What have you been telling these
In Son Diego County is a prove of
little cell minds in your body? Have
Torroy pines less than two miles wide
you been filling them with worry,
eight miles long, thinly scattered,
anxiety, or with dread? Have you and
that occur nowhere else in the world
been filling them' with doubts, with
except about 100 trees on the eastern
uncertainties, doubt of your ubility,
end of Santa Rosa island, many miles
lack of faith, lack of
to the north and out in the ocean.
When they arc apparently sick, pernegative
your
haps victims of
Did You Know?
thoughts, are you going to think into
gurns and scalds may be treated
them more despondency and more
hopelessness, or arc you going to stim- by excluding air by a thin paste cf
Orulate them with hope, faith, confi- starch, flour or baking soda.
olive'
vaseline,
and
such
as
dinnry
oils
things
dence and expectancy of better
.
m
l.wi-...mm, I, i
111
HI T
Are you going to radiate or castor oil, lard or cream may also:
to come,
health, optimism and joy into them? be used. Limewater mixed with an
equal part of raw linseed oil makes
WE HAVE ALL WEIGHTS, ALL QUALILime Kills Worms Attacking Plants. nn excellent dressing. An especially
material for all burns is
When little flies appear on the sur- vuluablo
TIES, ALL PRICES FOR UNDERWEAR.
,
face soil in which house plants grow, pier-- acid gauze which may be appliit is an indication of worms in the ed in the form of a compress. After
And each quality is the best possible value, repsoil. A cup of fresh limo mixed with treatment with,any of the above maresents
the best possible wearing quality for the
with
or
a
cloth
with
ten quarts of water makes a good so- terials cover
hold
in
place
(medicated)
and
cotton
price.
soil.
Two
over
the
sprinkle
lution to
or three applications arc generally with a light bandage.
enough.
What. we want you to know is tlial we will sell
.Milk and cream stains, if fresh, arc
1
yoirriettei',
luore comfortable underwear at less inon-tha- n
washed out with cold wnter. If, howWhence Electric Light! Come.
the common kinds wul cost you elsewhere.
A little consideration of the ma- ever, they are old stains, the water
terials that enter into the making of of the milk will have evaporated leavlamps would be a revelation to the ing the fat in the fibre. To remove
majority of electric light users. Cal- them use soap and water or amonia
ifornia, Colorado, Nevada and South water, or moisten the spot with benMATINEE AND NIGHT
Dakota lead in the production of zine and pros between two blottungsten ore, the Important material ters, Amonia water, like soap and
THURSDAY, JANUARY 27th
of which the filament of the modem lye, saponifies the fat and makes it
electric lamp is made.
soluble.
Is the filament of tungthere
First
at
Lyceum
24th
Monday,
January
sale
on
Seats
Iron rust must be removed by chemsten, then the glass bulb into which
Make you preservations early.
enters silica, soda, nitre from Chilo, ical means. Dilute Hydrochloric acid,
potash, manganese from Russia, arse lemon juice and salt are commonly
e,
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ONE DAY ONLY
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